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Acabo siempre aludiendo aj_ centro sin la menor garant:f.a de 
saber lo que digo, cedo a la trampa f~cil de la geometr{a 
con que pretende ordenarse nuestra vida de occidentales: 
~ j e, centro , raz6n de ser, Umphalos, nombres de la 
nostalgia indoeuropea. 
JUl.iIO C01trll.6AR, .H.ayuela. 
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rnTRODUCTIOH Mm S.tC'.!.'IOi'i-.iJY-S.i:;CTI(Ji'i GUIDE 
In group theory the concept of centrality owes its 
flmdamental importance to two nain areas of application: in 
the classification of gronps by properties such as commutativity 
or nilpotence, a.nd in the theory of direct products. :Jince 
both these areas appertain equally to general al6ebras, it is 
natural to ask whe"ther a correspondine notion alBo ;i.riae:J there. 
The answer has hitherto been negative except for certain 
algebras havine "zeros", namely those whose dir8ct decompositions 
were studied by Jonsson and Tarskj_ in 194 7 [8 J. :i:ndeed in 1 %6 
Jonsson [ 7 J Hrote ( swnrnarisine h:i.s extension of the 194 7 results 
to more general structures still possessing "zeros") 
.For other ::;truc ·ture:.; many of these renul ts are not even 
mean:Lngful, since they involve concepts that are not defined 
for .:mch structures , namely the notions of' an inner direct 
product and of center. The inner direct products of 
subalgebras can be replaced by (weak) direct products of 
factor r elations, but so far no substitute han been offered 
for the notion of a center. 
The purpose of this dissertation is to propose such a EJubstitnte . 
and to demonstrate its uses in the two areas mentioned. 
CEN'.l'HAL CONGlWENCBS This pi0.cemeal section introduces the 
basic idea of centrality. For general algebras one must work 
with congruencus rather than subaleehras, because it is these 
4 
that describe the effect of morphismn internally. The substituta 
proposed for the central subalgebra of group theory or of 
J6nsson-Tarski is thus the central congruence, essenti~lly a 
congruence admitting a certain kind of congruence on it. The 
concept is defined , and shown to have desirable properties both 
for the algebras studied by J6nsson--Tarski and for alt;cbras 
whose congruences commute. It is no surprise that thing r; work 
nicely in the J6nsson-Tarski case : one has merely made the switch 
from subalgebra languac e to congruence language . The case of 
algebras with corrmrnting congruences is much ID.ore interesting, and 
it is the application of centrality to the study of such algebras 
with which the dissertation is primarily concerned, 
2 NILPO~r;NCE The first application of centrality is to the 
classification of algebras by a property known as nilpotenca, 
a direct generalisation of group-theoretic nilpotence. This 
section sets up the definition of nilpotence, and uses it in the 
study of non-generators and Frattini subalgebrns. 
3 THE CONGRUENCE C;1.TBGORY AND DI1IBC'.£' DBCUfi!POSITIOHS Direct 
decomposj_tions of algebras not necessarily possessing zeros , 
like theil~ centrality , must be studtcd in terms of congruences. 
'fhe lattices of conGruences on algebras whose congruences commute 
are modular, and so the first theorem on their direct deconpositions 
is the Birkhoff-Ore unique factor isation theorem [2, VII.7 or 13] 
for modular lattices of finite length. :l!'or a deeper study of 
direct decompositions more ~laborate machinery than t}w l a ttice of 
congruences is necessary. Section 3 introduces such machinery: 
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the category of congruences. It is used to prove the Birkhof:f-
Ore Theorem by a new Fitting 's Lemma method directly generalising 
the group-theoretic proof of the Krull-Rer:1ak-Schmidt Theorem L6], 
Centrality is not used at all. To emphasize this the theorems of 
Section 3 are de:ccribed as "classical". The Fitting's Lemma is 
of independent interest , and is used for example in Section 6. 
4 CENTRAJ.,I'l'Y AND DIRECT DBUOMPOSITIOHS With the appropriate 
machinery set up in the previous sect5.on, Section 4 applies 
centrality to produce "non-classical" versions of the theorems 
on direct decompositions, culminating in the Unique Factorisation 
Theorem 4.6 which has weaker hypotheses and stronger conclusions 
than the Classical Unique Factorisa:tion Theorem. 'rllis Unique 
Factorisation ~heorem is proLably the best available since it 
genera lises directly the best ava ilable theorem of group theory, 
the Krull-Remal~-Schr.1idt Theorem in its latest form. 
5 STABLH ISOTOPY In contrast to Sections 3 and 4 which deal 
with the direct decompositions of a single algebra, this section 
studies the behaviour of a whole varj_ety of algebras under the 
direct product. In particular it gives nn internal characterisation , 
involv5.ng centrality, of the relationship b1:, t1·rncn tl-10 algebras a 
and D for which there is a third algebra B such that 
Bx O ~Bx D . For algebras with zeros this relationship is 
merely isomorp~ism; for algebras without zeros it is the more 
interesting relat ionship of stable isotopy. Section 5 may thus 
regarded as the peculiar territory of general algebras with 
be 
commuting coneruences where things e;et beyond straight generalisations 
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of group theory. A useful. by-product of the consid,2rations of 
0ection 5 is the Structure Theorem 5.5 for algebra~ in the variety 
~ , nilpotent algebras of class 1, which is the analogue of the 
variety of abelian groups. 
The rest of the dis sertation is concerned with 
applications of centrality and the previous sections to the 
study of quasigroups. These have long been neglected because 
it has been thought that they do not have sufficient structure 
to be interesting. If any work has been done on them, it has 
cons isted of adding additional axioms which are perforce so 
unnatural that nothtng of any consequence results. In fact 
the quasigroup axioms as tlrny st2.nd im_pose subtle lini ts on 
the structure which create intrigutng problems. 'l'he way to 
tackle them seems to l)e to study the e;roup of translations 
acting on a qu8.s igroup as a perr;iutation 8roup. This is begun 
in the last two sections. Incidentally it may be worth pointing 
out that the work of the earlj_er sections on general algebro.s 
with commuting congruence s arose first in the study of quasigroups. 
The concept of centrality appeared in terms of messy FSeudo-
commutative and pseudo-associative laws, vestiges of which 
remain in the proof of Theorem 7,7. 
6 QUASIGROUPS 1Um CJi:ll 'rRALITY This is a short int:coductory 
G8ction giv:i.ng b21.s:\.c clefini tions and the connection between 
stable i s otopy and t:canslation groups of qmrnigroups. In 
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addition brief mention is made of t~e way two previously published 
papers on quasigroups and non-associative algebra fit in to the 
scheme of things. 
7 STABILISERS IN MULTHLICATIOH UlWUPS OF E'Il/I'i'E QUi1.SIGROUPS 
Beginning the programme of studying quasigroups in relation to 
their translation groups acting as perrmtation groups on them, 
centrality is used to investigate the implications for the 
algebraic quasigroup-structure of norna1ity and subnormality of 
point stabilisers in the tra nslation groups. An interesting 
corollary is the fact that no Har:1il tor;.ian group::i may be transla tion 
groups of quasigroups. This fuct, illustra tin5 the subtlety of 
the q_uasigroup axioms, raise s the problen of determining precisely 
what groups can or cannot be translation groups of quasigroups. 
8 J!'URTfi1-:R m:SULTS Oli I•lUL'rI.l:' .LlUATlutJ GROUPS This final section 
looks at the connection between centrality of quasigroups and 
normality properties of their translatton groups. Its results, 
which can only be regarded as a first brief glance at the subject, 
are used to begin the classification of quas i groups of prime 
order br applying a theorem of Galois. Solubility of the 
transl&t i.on group of a quasigroup of prime orde~ is shown to 
correspond e xactly ,·ri th the quasigronp being in the class z 
= 
The search for further snch connections between algebraic 
properties of quasigroups and the nature of their translation 
groups may well prove very fr'J.itful for quasigroup theory and 
for the theory of permutation groups. 
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A kno,rledge of such basics of universal algobra and 
gro1~p theory as may be found in [ 2] and [ 6 J is assumed thro:ighout. 
Acquaintance with some non-associative algebra as in [4] WOULd 
also be useful. 
It 
1. CENTRAL CONGRUENGBS 
The following universal--al ge bra notations are used 
throughout. Let T be a given variety of algebra, with operator 
domain D. If V is a congruence relation on a !-algebra A 
then V is an equivalence relation which is also a subalgebra 
of the direct square A x A of A • At times it ·,-1111 be convenient 
to write a V b rather than (a ,b) E. V for elements a, b E. A. 
If aE.A let av = { b E. A I (a ,b) E. V} , let AV be the 
'.!:-alge bra formed by the set of all these equivalence classes, 
and let tv A A. V na : -> be the natural projection. 1et '.A denote 
the image of the diagonal embedding A: A~ Ax A; a~ (a,a) 
The basic concept of centrality is introduced in this section 
by consideration of the embedding A : A~ V of the diagonal 
in a congruence. 
1 • 1 DEFINI'rIONS If V is a congruence on a ~-algebra A 1 
then a congruence V on the !-algebra V is said to resuect 




V a , b E. A 
V (v1 ,v2 ) 
( a ,a) V (b,b) 
( ,·r 1 , w 2 ) E: V ' 
(v1 ,v2) Y: (w1 ,w2) => (v2,v1) Y (w2,w1) ; 
(RT) V (v1 ,v2 ) , (v2 ,v3) , (w1 ,w2 ) , (w 2 ,,,,3) E. V, 
( v 1 , v 2 ) Y, ( w 1 s w) and ( v 2 , v 3) Y. ( w 2 , w 3) => ( v 1 , v 3) 'f:. ( 1·11 , w 3 ) • 













Ax A~ A be the projection onto the i-th factor 
2 If there is a congruence V on a congruence 
= 
such that the two conditions 
bijccts 
V respects equivalence of V 
are satisfied, then V is said to centre V and V is called 
= 
a central _conguence on A. 
1 • 2 P.R.OPOSITION If V is centred by V , then the univero:rn.l 
congruence v't x vY on is central. 
Define a relation l;l on v't x vi by 
((v1 ,v2 )Y,(v1 ,v.•)Y) ~ ((w 1 ,w2 /:f:,(w1 ,w•)Y) ~ (v2 ,v•) y (w2 ,w•) 
It foJ.lows strai ghtforwardly frorn the properties of 
is a well-d8fined equivalence-respecting congru0nce 
1' I 
on 
t hat w 
V V V= X V-c= 
and it only re mains to verify ( C1) for VI j_n order to sho,-1 that 
it centres If V V::: X Ve= • 
Suppose than that (v1 ,v2) , (v1 ,v') (w 1 ,w) E. V • 
I 
By pr0~erty (Cl) of V ~ w' E. A (w2,w•) E. V and ( ',/ 2 , H 1 ) V 
By transitivity of V, (w1 ,w') E. V, 
( )V V . V V 1'he~l ( W 1 , ll 2 =: , ( W 1 , H 1 ) ::: ) 1~ ( ( V 1 , V 2 ) =, ( V 1 , V 1 ) :=) 
(( V V \'/ V so n 1 : v1'v2 )==,(v 1 ,v')==) = ~ V= sur .ject s . 
1~ (( )v C ,,v) . )v ( ')v. • .1. w1 ,w2 =, w1 ,w 1 == ~ ~lv1 ,v2 =, v1 ,v == J and 
the n s ince (w 2 ,w!) Y, (v2 ,v•) by definition of W , it follows tha
t 
(w 1 ,wr) y (v1 ,v') as V respects transit~vity of V, 
Hence injects, and (C1) fo r W is ver5.fied . J 
I : 
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Besides its !-alge bra structure, vY has an additional 
operation + given by 
V V V (u,v)= + (v,w) = = (u,w)= Properties (C1) 
and (C2) of V imply that + is well-defined, and also that 
V ( V=' + ) is a qu.asigroup. But + is clearly associative, and so 
V ( V==, + is a group, with A as its identity. 
1 ,3 DEFINITION A variety T of algebras is said to be 
= 
_;_!:ctifia ble iff for each central congruence V on each ~-algebra 
A the V ) is , group (V=, + abelian. 
Rectifiabiiity is an obscure property s omehow connected with the 
good behaviour of direct decompos itions. This se ction will do no 
mo r e than give two sufficien t conditions :for recti:f i ability and an 
example of non-rectifiability. It is not yet known 1~1ether there 
are any other rectifiable varieties or useful necessary and 
sufficient conditions. 
1 .4 EXAMPLE Suppose that !2 is empty, s o that ~-algebras arc 
just sets, and conBruences on them a re jus t equivalence relations. 
Let (G, • ) be a non-abelian group. Let V = G x G, and let V 
be the equivalence relation on V whose classes are just the ritc;ht 
cosets of the subgroup (G, . ) of (G x G, . ) Then V = 
centres V , and (vY, + ) ~ (G, • ) Thus sets are not rectifiable • 
L1 [8] algebras A are considered having a nullary 
oper2, tion ry and a derived binary operation * such that { )7 } 
forms a singleton subalgebra and V a c A , a * 
-i(· a 
is an identity. Such algebras will be referred to as J6nsson--'g__arsls._\ 
a l ge bras . 
1 ,5 ?ROPOSITION 
rectifiable. 
1 . .., c. 
Varieties of J6nsson-Tarski algebras are 
Proof . 
Any 
Let V centre V on a ,T6nsson-Tarski algebra A • 
Y-class has a unique expression as 




• V ( V=, + 
V (17,x)= + 
V V ,. V (x,x*y)= = (1,x*y)= = (1,x)~ * (~ 1 y)= 
) . Now the congruence produced for 
the proof of Pr6position 1 .2 centres the universal congruence on 
cvt., ~ ) • Since cvY, + ) == cv'f:., ·i(- ) ' ~ is a centreing 
V V 
congruence on (V=, + ) x (V=, + ) It follows [6, Satz I.9.14] 
that V ( V= , + ) is abelian. ] 
For J6ns son-Tarski algebras, central congruences V arc precisely 
thr3 unique min.imal congruences having a central subalgebra 
[8, Definition 2 .1] as equivalence class ryV Since J6nsson-Tarski 
a l g ebra f; A hc1.ve a unique maximal central subalgebra LS, Theoret::l 2.11], 
thE:,r also have a unique maximal central congruence called the 
c r·ntre Coll{;rue :1.cQ. ~(A ) • 
In addition to the J 6nsson-Tarski algebras there is 
another important group of rectifiable algebras. These, to be 
referred to as Mal ~cev a).gebras , are varieties of alge br a s all 
of whose con6ruences commute. 
1 • 6 PROPOSI'HOi'J Varieties of Mal 1 cev aJ.gebrac are rectifiab.le. 
Mal'cev showed [10] that all congruences on alGebras A 
of' "' ·.,arioty T commu~;o iff there is a derivnd operation P 
such that Va , b E. A. , P(a,b,b) =a= P(b,b,a ) is an identity. 
Let V centre V on a Mal'cev al gebr~ A, Defino a derived 
ope r a tion ·:+ V on V=-s by (a,b)Y * (c,d)Y = P((a,b)~, ~ ,( c,d)Y) 
I : 
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for any (a,b) , (c,d) c V • Then 
V V V . V V V V V (u,v)= + (v,w)= = (u,w)= = P((u,v)=,(v,v)=,(v,w)=) = (u,v)= * (v,w)= • 
V V Thus ( V=, + ) = ( V=, -~ ) , and so by the same reasoning as in 
V 
the proof of Proposition 1 .5, (V=, + is abelian. J 
Before the publication of Mal 'cev 's result, Goldie [5] 
studied direct decompositions of Mal 'cev algebras A having 
singleton subalgebras { ~} However, definition of the derived 
operation * of A by a* b = P(a,~,b) reduces such algebras 
to the J6nsson-Tarski case. In the general ~al'cev case the 
absence of singleton subalgebras prevents such a reduction, but it 
is nevertheless posaible to obtain results analogous to those of 
J6n~son-Tarski. Section 4 contains theorems on direct decoQpos~tions 
of Mal 'cev algebras similar to those for J6nsson-Tarski algebras 
in LBJ, while the rest of this section is devoted to demonstrating 
that Mal 'cev algebras also have a unique maximal central congruence. 
Let A be a Mal 'cev algebra, 0 an element of A
 . 
' 
and define a derived operation + on A by a+ b = P(a,O,b) 
for all a b EA. As has been seen, there is no inconsistency 
in the use of the same symbol + as that for the binary operation 
of V ( V=' + ) • 
1 • 7 PROPOSI'rION (i) If V centres V, then (Ov, +) 
is an abelian group isomorphic to 
V (V=, + 
( ii) If I CA I C ov tb X ' X \., , C ' C V ' .en 
( X + C ) + ( x' + c' ) = ( x + x ' ) + ( c + c' ) • 
Proof . (i) The map OV ~ vY; c H (O,c)Y yields the isomorphism. 
( ii) (x,x+c) V (O,c) and ( X I IX I +C I ) y ( 0 IC I ) imply 
( x+x ' , (x+c)+(x'+c') ) X (O,c+c') J 
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The inverse of c in the group (Ov, +) will be denoted by c 
1 • 8 PROPOSITION 
congruences v1 
Pr.oaf. Let X 
(0,0) Y1 (x,x) 
(0,0) Y2 (x,x) 
1 • 9 PRCPOSI'rION 
then so is v 1 o 
Proof. (x,y) 
Suppose V 
== 1 ' Y2 
relation V on 
= 
Suppose Y1 , Y2 respectively centre 
, v2 on A . Then Y1 and V,. =i agree on V1 11 
E. A , (O,c) E. V 1 ('\ v2 Then 
a nd (O,c) Y1 (O,c) =c> (O,c) Y1 (x,x+c) 
and (O,c) V 
=2 (O,c) ~ (O,c) :£2 (x,x+c) J 
If v1 , v2 are central congruences on A 
v2 
e v1 C v2 
centre 
V o 1 V 2 






x v1 t v2 y . 





if t' V y' 1 2 , Cx,t) Y1 (X I 1 t I} 1 (t y) V (t' y') 1 =2 , 
V is clearJ.y reflexive and symme tric. 
Then t = x+c 1 , and y = t+c 2 
If also y == x+( c1 +c2) , with 
- (x+c 1)+c 2 = x+(c 1+c 2) , 
(o,c1) e v1 , (o,c2) e v2 , 
By Proposition 1 .8, c1+c1 = c 2+c2 . Hence c1+c2 = c1+c 2 . 
If (x' ,y') y (x,y) , say 
y = X-!·C1+c2 , y' = x'+c1+c2 , (O,c1) € v1 , (O,c) E. v2, 
and (x,y ) x_ (x" ,y") , say 
y = x+c1+c2 , y" = x"+c1+c2 , (o,cp E. v1 , (o,c2) E. v 2 , 
then c 1+c2 = c1+c2 . Hence y" = x"+c1+c2 == x"+c 1+c 2 . 
Thus (x' ,y') ;£_ ( x " ,y") , so that V is transitive. It is 
easily checked that V is a congruence centreing v 1 " V 2 . = J 
. 
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1 .10 THEOREM If A is a Mal'cev a l gebra, then A has a 
unique ma ximal central congruence , called the centre ~pneruenc~ ~(A) • 
Proof'... The set of central congruences on A is partially 
ordered by inclusion. Zorn's Lemma yields the existence of 






The centre congruence t;(A) of a Mal'ccv algebra A 
plays a role analogous to that of the centre of a group. Its use 
in the theory of direct decompositions will become apparent later, 
but this section shows i ts use in defining certain s ubvarieties of 
a variety T of Mal'cev algebras, namely the nilpotent algebras 
== 
of specified class. A similar procedure is possible for Jonsson-
'l'arski a l gebras ( althou6h there are detail differences such as the 
use of normal subalgebras instead of congruences ) and Druck [4] 
has already treated the case of loops. 
2 . 1 D~FihlTION If B is a subalgebra of an algebra A 
write B :::; A B i s said to be a norr.m l subalr;ebra of A 
writ ten B <1 A , iff there is a congruence V on A such that 
B is an equivalence class of V . A natV will then be denoted 
by A/B 
' 
the congruence V being implicit in the context. 
2 .2 PROPOSITION A A ~ V ~ Ax A =? Vis a congruence on A. 
Proof. It is suf:;:'icient to show that 
,, 
~v ~A A implies A X 
that V is an equivalence r e l at:i.on . 
A 
Since A ~ v V is reflexive. 
Suppose (x,y) E. V . Now (x,x) 
' 
( x ,y) 
' 
(y,y) E. V 
Hence (y, x ) -· (P(x, x,y ) ,P(x,y,y)) E, l'( V, V, V) CV ~ V in symmetric . 
Suppose a l so (y,z) E. V. Then (x,y) , (y,y) , (y,z) 6 V. 
thus (x,z) = (P(x,y~y),Ply,y,z)) E. V: V is transitive. J 
2,3 PROPOSITION A congruence V on A is central iff A <l V 
If V is centred by ~ , thrm properties (RR) and ( C1) 








Conversely, suppose that 'A is an equivalence clans of a congruence 
V on V. The various conditions of Definition 1 .1 must be verif ied . 
(RR) is imraediate. 
(RS): Suppose (v1 ,v2) , (w1 ,w2) E. V , and (v1 ,v2) V (w1 ,w2) . 
Now (v1,v1) V (w1,w1) by (HR), 
(·v1 ,v2) V (w1 ,w2) is given, 
and (v2 ,v2) V (w 2,w2 ) by (RR). 
Hence (P(v1 ,v1 ,v2 ) ,P(v1 ,v2 ,v2 )) V (P (w1 ,w1 ,w2) ,P(w1 ,w2 ,w2 )) = 
i.e. (v2 ,v1) V (w2,w1) . Thus V respects symmetry of V . 
(RT): Suppose also (v2,v3) , (w 2 ,w) E. V and (v2,v3) V (w2,w3) 
Then (v1 ,v2) V (w1 ,w2) 
' 
(v2,v2) V (v,2,w2) 
== 
and (v2 ,v3) V ( w2 ,1,13 ) . == 
Hence (P(v1 ,v2 ,v2 ) , P(v2 ,v2 ,v3)) V (P(w1 ,v,2 ,w2) , P(w 2 ,w2 ,w3)) == 
i.e. (v1 ,v3) V (w1 ,w3) . Thus V respect s transitivity of V 
== 
( C 1 ) is ve r:i_:fj_ed similarly. Suppose (x,y) E V, and z 6 A 
Then (x ,y) V (x,y) 
-
and (x, x ) V (x ,x) since V is reflexive, 
= == 
while (x ,x) V (z,z) by (Im). 
Hence (P(x,x,x),P(y,x,x)) y (P(x, x,z),P(y,x ,z)) , i.e. 
(x,y) V (z,I' (y,x,z)) , so that Tc1 : (x,y)Y ~ A surjects. 
Suppose (z,z') V (z,z") 
·-
Then (z,z) V (z,z) 
== 
and ( z ' , z) y ( z ' , z) , by (RR) • 
Hence (P(z,z,z'),P(,;',z,z)) V (P(z,z,z'),P(z",z,z)), 
i . e. ( I I ) V l. I 'I ) ,, ( I II ) C ( I I ) V 1:- • Z I Z ::;;: Z I Z. • 00 Z J Z '-' Z I Z ::;;: == ll I 1 , e , 
Thus V 1C 1 : ( X , y ) == -~ A in j e et s . ] 
z 1 = z" . 
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2.4 PROPOSITION ( i) If B ~ A , then (B,B) r, C:(A) ~ ~(B) • 
(ii) If e : A~ Ao is an epimorphism, then ~(A)(e,e) ~ ~(Ae) 
(ii.i) If 'I is a congruence on A, define the £9.£1.@Utator. 
[V,Al to be the intersection of all congruences K on A 
such that ( V ,. K) (natK,natK) ~ ~(A na tK) , 'l'hen 
( V O [ V , A ] ) ( na t L V , A ] , na t [ V , A ] ) ~ ~ ( A na t [ V , A ] ) 
Proof. Let V centre ~(A) , 
(i) l'he rest r ictfon :Yl((B,B)n((A)) x ((B,B),.,t;(A)) centres 
( B,B)nt(A) • 
( ii) X((e,e),(e,e)) centres C:(A)(e,e). 
( iij_) Let S be the set of all congruences 1: on A such 
that (V" K) (na.t.K,natK) < t(A natK) • 





(x2,Y2) be in V" L V ,A] . 
Define u on ( V a [ V , A ] ) ( na t [ V , A ] , na t L V , A J ) by 
--
lx1 nat[V,AJ s y1 natlV, A]) ~ (x2 natLV,A] y 2 na t [
 V, A] ) 
V K f, S , (x1 natK , y1 natK) ~K (x2 nntK, y2 natK) • 
It .is easily checked that U i8 a well-defined con[;ruence on 
----( V O [ V, A] ) ( na t [ V, A], na t [ V, A] ) with A nntLV,A] as nn equivalence 
class. The result then follows by Proposition 2.3, ] 




V0 < v1 < ... < Vn ~ Ax A such that Vi nat Vi_ 1 ~ ~(A natV_i- 1) 
i - 1, ••• ,n . Writing A0 = A x A , t 0 (A) ,:c A cl.efine 
A.i_+ 1 = [Ai'1\] and ti+1 (A) (or more briefly 'r; 1+1 ) by 
r,, t)o "/ ' tF ) t If A r' 
"i + 1 na c, j_ = <~ \ 11. na _c, i ind u c i ve ly. . j ~ c, i , 
t ( >· ) )o >,-, ' r,en Aj"' ( _i-: m:i.t'> 1_1 ~ '>.i nat('i···l = t(A nnt(i_ 1 ) , 
so ~i-1 ~ [Aj,A] = Aj+ 1 • 
Also (A; 0 t; .) na tl;'.~- <;:(A natt°;) 
J 1 l -
= ( 1 nat t;. , no A. • -s; t. 1 • J.+ l J - 1 l + 
Thus A < ('0 iff Ao ~ t;c . If C " , A sa t i 8fies t hese conditions , 
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c being the least such intege r for which it does, then A is 
said to be nilpotent of class c • Ai} is called the lower 
central series and { (' i } the !d.IlliQ.r central serie!l_. The variety 
of all ~-algebras of class at most c will be denoted by N ( T) =C = 
or just N 
=C The class of all 
nilpotent !-algebras, of 
unspecified (nilpotency) class, uilJ. be denoted by ~. 
The symbol Z will be used instead of ~1 • For example, if T 
is the variety of groups, loops , Lie algebras, then ~(~) is the 
variety of abelian groups, abelian croups, abelian Lie algebras 
respectively. 
2.5 PROPOSITION A variety Y of ~-algebras is a subvariety 
of ~('£) iff every subalgebra B of every X-aJ.gebra A is 
normal in A , 
Suppose the latter condition is satisfied. If A J.
. ,, 
" 
a ! -al gebra, so is Ax A. Then the s ubalce bra 1 of Ax A 
is normal. Proposition 2,3 then implies that Ax A is a central 
congruence, so that A f, ~(!) • 
Conversely , if B is a s uba1gebra of a ~(!)-algebra A 
and A X A i s centred by V , then by Proposition 2.2, 
(B X B) nRtV ~ U{ . ) V \ b1 'b2 = I bl , b2 e B is a congruence on A 
If (b,x) f, (B X B) natV 
' 
then (b,x) V (b1,b2) for some b1 
= 
b2 f, B , so that X ... P(b,b1 ,b2) f B Clearly also I! X B~ 
(B X B) natV . Thus B is an equivalence class of ( 13 X B) natV 
5.. e. B <JA . ] 
, 
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'l'he subvariety ~(!) of a variety T of Mal' cev 
alge bras is an extremely useful obj ec t which will reappear 
continually. In the last part of this section, however, it is 
the broader co:1cept of nilpotencc which is applied to a study 
of non-generators and Frattini subalgebras of Mal'cev alc ebras. 
This generalises long-s tanding r esults of group theory and Bruck's 
work l 3 , •1] on loops, al thouc h relaxat ion of the deriand for 
singleton subalge bras introduce s the nm·1 and rather awkward 
po ssibility that the maximal subalgebras of an alLebrn do not 
int e:cs act. 
2 . 6 Dl:?INI'i'ION If 0 (.SS A, let 
subalge bra of A contai:1ing s Then 
io s2..lcl to be a nfm-gcne n-tto_:r_ of A • -L"".i:' :L .l j_ 
< <• -0 ~> denote the l eas t 
an e ler1ent X of A 
< x,S > == A for any 
0 I= s C A impl ies < s > = A 
2 • 7 .8XAMPLL Consider t he quasigroup of order three in which 
every element i s idempotent , i.e. uith this multiplication table: 









Every pair of elements of Q gener ates Q, but no ningleton does. 
'l'hus Q has no 11on-genera tors. t;ote also that the rnax i.r.ia l 
subquasigroups { 1 1 , { 2 } , and { 3} do no t interscut . 
O'or those nnac L~u ::tinted w:Lth quan i t;roup~;, the relevant fac.:ts 
may be found at tl'w beg:i.nn i nc of Section 6.) 
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2.8 PROPOSITION The set of non-generators of an algebra A, 
if non-empty, forms a subalgebra cp(A) of A called the .fr3ttini 
§ttbalgebra. If A has no maximal (proper) subalgebras, then 
cp(A) =A. Otherwise ~(A) is the intersection of all the 
maximal subalgebras. 
Proof. Let 0 be an n-ary operation of A , and let 0 ~ S ~ A 
x 1 , • • • , xn c cp (A) Then < x1 ••• xnG.J,S > == 
A =} 
< x1 , ... ,xn,S >=A =} =} < xn , S >
 = A =} < S > == A , 
Thus ~(A) i s a subalgebra of A. 
Now let x c A If there is a maximal subalgebra M 
not conta ining x , then < x,M >==A but < M > = M <A. 
Thus X is not a non-gene rator. So each non-generator is 
contained in the intersection of all maxi nal s ubalgebras. 
Converse ly, s uppose el ement x of A is conta ined in 
a ll maximal s uba l ge bras. Let < x,S >=A for 0 IS CA. 
If < S ><A, x f/, S . Using Zorn's Ler.irna, choose s ubal8e bra 
M?: < S > maximal 11ith respect to the requirenent x ~ M . 
No~, < x,M >:;:;,. < x,S > == A ; by choice of M any suha l ge hra 
properly containing M must contain x as well, and so all of A . 
Thus M is a maximal s uba l ge bra not containing x. But x is in 
a ll ruaxinal s u bal gebrns . So < S > == A , and x is a non--
generator. J 
2 .9 PROPOSITION I f M is a subalgebra of A, and M natt(A) - A 
(i.e. every element of A ia in the t -class of s ome element of M ), 
then M <l A and A/M e ~'!) . 
Proof . Suppo s e V 
= 
centres t . Now M natt - A 
' 
so if ,:r c A 
' 
then 'j m c M . (m, g) E. r, . C) 
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D2:!:':i.ne a rela tion Jt on A by (g1 ,g2) E. p. ,~} 
.J Jn 1 rr.2 e M . (g1,m1) (g2,m2) e ~ and (g1 ,m1) V (g2 ,m2) . J , , 
r+ 
" 
follows immed:Lately from Proposition 2.2 that ~ is a 
congruence on A . If m1 , m2 e M , then (m1 ,m1) 
' 
(m2, m2 ) e C: 
and (m1 ,m1) V (m2 ,rn2) by (RR) so that m1 }-l £12 . 
Conversely, suppose X JJ- ffi e M , say with (x,m1 ) V (m,r.12 ) . 
Then X = })(m1 ,m 2 ,m) e M Thus I,; is an equiv2.lcnce class of ? 
Since M natt; = A , p-o~ = A x A ·rhus ~' ( na t}l, nat,µ) :;-o A/M x A/M 
But by Propo s ition 2 .4(.i.i), c:'( mi. t).l, na tJ,t) ~ ~(A/M) . 'l'hu.s A/r-1 E. 
2 .10 THEOREM If A is nilpotent and hnn non-generators , than 
~ (A) ~ A and A/~(A) e ~ . 
Suppose 
maximal subal gebra of A, 
Then C: (A) = A x A , 
C 
Then M natt lA) = A 
C 
Let !'I be a 
Let n be minima l with respect to the requirement M natt11 - A, 
Note that n > 0 , since M natc;0 = M. 
Also i < n ~ M na t~. ~ M, since M natt. j A: i l 
No ,...., ( M na t t' , ) na t ( ~· ( na t t 1 , na t ( 1 ) ) = A na t t 1 n-1 n n- n- n-
Thus by Proposition 2.9, M natt 1 <l A natt 1 and n- n -
( A na t~ 
11 
_ 1 ) / ( M n2. t\;' n- l ) e ~ . Hence N <J A 8.nd A/M E. ~ , 







THE CONGRum;ct GAT}~GORY A.ND DilillCT DEC0f1P0S I'UONS 
One of the main applications of the concept of centrality 
is to the study of direct decoopositions of Mal 'cev algebras . In 
the possible absence of singleton subalgebras such decompositions 
have to be studied in terms of congruences rather than subalgebras. 
The correct setting for this is the ca tegory of coneruences on a 
Mal'cev algebra , a strengtheninc of the lattice of congruences. 
Now the lattice of cone;ruences on a Mal ' cev a l gebra is 
modular [2,VII,3,Theorem 4], and so one may apply the Birkhoff-Ore 
Theorem [ 2 ,VII.7 or 13] on direct decompositions i n modular 
lattices of f inite length to get a "Classical" Unique Factorisation 
1rheorem on direct decompositions of Mal' cev alge bras sat isfying 
certain finit eness conditions (viz. maximal and minical conditions 
on chains of congruences). For groups with operators (which a re 
~al'cev a l gebras ) this Classical Unique Factorisation ~heorem is 
none other t han the Krull-Remak-Schmidt Theorem [6, Satz I.12.3], 
The usual group-theoretic proof of the KruJ.1-H.emak- ffo lm id t Theorem 
involves the use of Fittine; ' s Lemr1a l 6 , Sat~ I.10.6], and differs 
from the lattice--theoretie proof of the Birkhoff-Ore Theorem. The 
purpose of the current section i s to introduce the category of 
congruences on a Mal'cev a l gebra , and to s how how it may be used 
to prove the Cla ssical Unique Factorisation Theorem f or a Mal'cev 
algebra by the Fitting's Lemma techniques used for the Krull-
Remak-Schrnidt Theorem in group theory. Centrality does not appear 
at all here: it is held over until Section 4 ready to weaken the 
hypotheses and strengthen the conclusion of the Unique Fa ctorisation 
Theorem. 
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Th e B!,te13.ory of congruences ~(;l) on an alt;ebra A in 
a varie ty T of Mal' cev algebras hu.s the congruences on A as 
objects, and if U and V are two such , a rr!Qrphisg of congruences 
(or "~-morphi sm ") <p : U ~ V is a 'f-al gebra mo:rphium such that 
( i) b.<.p = 11. : A ~ V and 
( ij_) c.pn 1 = n1 : U -. A , i. e. such that this diaGr am corr.mutes:
 
fhe kernel Kercp of f i s defined to be the conBruence 
{ (x,y) E U I ( x ,y), = (x,x) } , t he embeddine Kor<p-. U having 
t he us ual universality properties for kernels L9] . Note tha t the 
imag~ U(fl of cp is also a congruence. (i>roposi tion 2 . 2 verifies 
tha t t he kerne l and image al'e congruences .) The lattice of 
congruer.ces on A is a subcategory or the category Q(A) . 
I:f a f3 Y are congruences on A a is said to be 
the direc.:LJ2.roduct f3 n Y of f3 and Y iff a = p O Y and 
A 
f3 n Y = A . Since A is a Mal'ccv algebra the partial operation 








(x, y ) H (x, z ) , where if (x,y) 
z being uniquely defined since 
/'-A ~ 6 <.:::;a= f3 n Y , the congruence 6e 
e a = f3 0 y I 
A 
f3 .-('I y = A . 
will be Hritten as 
the 1)ro j ect .ion of 6 onto f3 alone Y If Y is i mplicit in 
th e ccntext , it will be supr essed as a suffix in 
Note t hat 
[36 y 






3. 1 :Fl'.'C'rING' S LEi'fil"IA If rp : U ~ U is an endomorphism of 
congruences, and U has both the max i mal and raini~al conditions 
on subcongruences , then there i s a positive integer n s uch that 
U ::~ Um. ~ UM2 _>_- • • • ana' 'irerm <' Kerm 2 < Kerm3 < 
- -~ 1· :? T . ' \. T '-" 1 · ·, . T ""-
0 0 
• 
The max.i.maJ_ and mj_nin:aJ. concli tj_ons yi eld the existence of a 
n n+1 
positive integer n s uch that Ucp = U<p = ... and 
KerqP - n+1 = Kcrcr = ••. Suppose ( X ") 
'"' 
c u n v n s:. rp /"I i.el.'<p 
Then (x ,y) <.pn = (x , x ) and also i (~,z) EU . (x,z)~n - ( x ,y) 
2n D 2 ~ ( x , z )cp = (x ,y) ? = (x , x ) ~ (x,z) E Kercp n = Kercpn 
9 (x,z)cpn = (x ,:y ) ~--= (x,x) Hence UqP ,, Ko r rpn -- ".it' • 
Let (x,y) EU • Le t (x , z ) = (x ,y)~n E Umn = u~2n • 
Then i (x, s ) E U. (x,z) = ( x , s)cp 2n Le t (x,s),/1 = (x,t) • 
'rhen (x , x) q: n ( x ,x) = 
(x,t)cpn = (x , z) 
n (x, z) (x ,y)(p --
(x,P(x,t,y)) cp n - (x,x) 
(x,s)qP = 
(t,t)q,n -
'fhus (x, P(x, t,y )) E Kcr cpn. 
Also ( x, t) 
(t,t) 
(y,y)cp11- (y,y) 
( JJ (x ,t,y) ,P( s ,t,y)) q'.P = (P(x,t ,y) ,y) 
Thus ( P ( x , t , y ) , y) e u<t/' 80 x KerqP P( x ,t,y) Ucpn y • 
Hence U = Ke:crp 11 o UqP • j 
3.2 PROPOSITION Under the hypo theses of l!'i t Ung' s Lemma 3 .1 , 
if U1 = U, thon ~ is hn automorphi sm of congruences. 
U = Urp n U = Urp for all positive integer s n . 
'I'hus by pj_ tt:Lne ' s Lemma 3 . 1 , i n • Kerc/1 = A • But Ke rep ~ Kercp11 
and so Ker<.p = t. Thus cp injects . Clearl y it al no surj ect s . J 
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A congruence is s a icl to h 0 indecoJ217.9~si ~b.,lc if 
and if ~ -- y n 6 implies that either Y or 6 is A 
Suppose that ~ is indecomposable, and hns the maximal and 
minimal conditions on subcongrucnces . Suppose ~ n Y = 61 n 62 • 
Def in•J cp 1 : ~ -.. ~ ; (x,y) H (x,y 2) , where x 61 y 1 62 Y and 
x ~ y 2 Y y1 • Define cp 2 similarly
, but with 61 and 62 
intorchangcd. Now qi 1 and qi 2 cor!lmute, for one has
 the 
folJ.owL'lg setup ( in which two points lie on a straight line 










,,_____ __ _ ~~ -~·~~-~-~~~ . ; . I , 
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By Fitting's Lemma 3.1, there is a positive integer n such that 
Sincie ~ is indecomposable, one 
of each pair of factors is just 1. Suppose that neither qi 1 
nor cp2 is an automorphis!!l of concruences. Then by Proposition 3.2 
n 
= A n .A. 
~cp 1 < ~ and ~cp2 < ~ . Hence pep 1 and ~cp2 = JI. . 
Now in the nota tion of the previous diagram, y = P (y2 ,x,z) 
since y = P(y1 ,x,z1) Y P(y2 ,x,z2) and y p P(y2,x,z2) 
In other words , (x,y) = P((x,y)cp 1 ,(x,x),(x,y)cp 2 ) • 
Thus ~ ~< i-3cp 1 ' 0cp 2 > . Suppo se as an inctuction hypothesis 
that p ~< r m-r 
~rp 1 <p 2 11 r = 0,1, •.• ,m> . 
Then ~ r_rn-r ~ < p r+1 m-r r m-r+1 > er, <Jl 2 '" <Jl1 <p 2 'prp 1 er 2 . 
Thus ~ _ < ~ r (ra+1 )-r ·":;;:; ,cp 1 qi 2 I r = 0 , 1 , •.• , ( m+ 1 ) > . 
on 
The result is true for all m , and in particular f or m = 2n. 
m 
H ~A ence ~ = But p is indecomposable, so this is imposs ible. 
Thus either or Cfl2 is an automorphism of consruences. 
Suppose thAn without loss of generality that ~1 is an auton~rphism 
of congruences, 
Since it is clear fron the context th a t projections 
onto 61 must be along 62 , the suffix in th
e projection notation 
will be dropped. Now 6r n Y = A , for if x 6f n Y y say with 
X f3 z 62 y 61 X 
' 
then (x,z)cp 1 = (x,x) ' so that 
z = X = y 
As [1 = f3<p 1 ~ -~ "" 61 n y 
' 
it fo1lous that ,;0 (J 1 n y = f3 n V I . By the 
modular .law in the lattfoe of congruences, 61 =- ( of3 1 r, Y) ,, 61 = 
of3 1 ,, (y f'I 61 ) . If (x ,y) E. p n ((y n 61 ) n 02 ) ' then 
( X' y) q: 1 = ( x ,x) 
' 
so that y = X Thus ~ n ((y n o, ) n 62 ) ='A 
Now ~ ~ 6P 1 n 6 f. 2 ' and so p n 
6(3 
2 ~ 6~ n og 
Suppose (x,y) € 6f3 1 n 6r, 2 ' say i s . X 
6P 1 s 6f3 2 y . 
Since (x,s) E. 6f3 i t ~ t 6~ Then f3 t f3 X . X s . y 6" . 1 ,:_ 




~ 6f ~ P n 6g ~ ~ n (Y n 61) n 62 • 
~ 61 n 62 = 6f n (y n 61) n 62 ~ ~ n lY n 61) n 62 • 
Summarising, p n Y == 6~ n Y = p n (Y n 61) n 62 == 61 n 62 
and 61 = 6f n (y n 61 ) • 
3. 3 CLASSIC1,L }~XCJLi.NGE THEOREM If indeconposable p has 
the maximal and minimal conditionG on subconeruences, 
and P n Y == 61 n 62 n ... n 6n, 
then ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ n • 61 == ~ n )J and 
f, 11 Y = ~ n Y = P n '1 ,, 61 n . , , n 61_ 1 n 61+1 n n 6n. 
?_:roof . This foJ.lows by inductlon on n using the above . 
Suppose r, n Y "" o1 r, • , • n 6n , and the 
result is kno\m for 
cl ecornposi tions, ,1i th J.ess than n factors . Let 
Then p n Y ~ 60 n 6 n In an obvious extension of
 the above 
T1 6 1 • n-. 
nota tion, either ~O or <fln is an automorphism of congru
ences. 
If is an automorphism of congruences, tnke 1 == n; the 
result follows by the above. If not, ~O is an autonorphism. 
Th b · 1 · 6 f3 e •• A -~ 60[3 ·, .• en y ~ e aoove, ~ n Y = 0 n y so that ~
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(x ,y) ~ (x,z) where. x ~ y Y z 6g x is an isomorphism of 
congruences . In part icular , 68. is indecomposable. 
Also 6g n (y n 60 ) = 61 n 
-} 1 -%; l :~ n-1 61 = ~ " , 1 
.... n 6 , and so uy induction n-1 
and 68 n (y ~ oo) = t n (y ~ 60) 
Thus &g ls isomorphic with t ~ 61 Composing the 
isomorphisras, ~ is isomorphic with ~ ~ 61 . 
Now ~ ri Y ::-: 6_1 n (6 1 n ... n 61 _ 1 r, 61+1 n • •• n 611 )
 , and 
ag.s.in using an eztension of the above notation , q11 is an 
automorphism of congruences. The result fol.lows by applying 
the above to this sctup . J 
I ' 
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3.4 PROPOSITION ( Cf. [ 1 , (VI, 4, 6) , Theoreoe 2].) 
If Ax A has the minimal condition on subcongruences, 
it can be expressed as a direct product of indecomposables; 
Proof. If Ax A is indecomposable, there is nothing to prove. 
Otherwise, A X A = a1 n 0:2 
' 
with A X A> 0:1 . 
If o:1 is indecomposable, it is the first 
sought factor found. 
If not, o:1 = C( I 1 n 
0: II 
1 ' 
and A X A = a' 1 n 
0: II 1 n o:2 ' 
with 
Continue thus. The descending chain A X A > 0:1 > a:{ • 
A X A > 0:1 > a:{ > stops, at the first indecomposable direct 
factor. Call it Then Ax A= o: 1 n a2 , How a ' 2 has 
the minimal condition on subcongruences, and so can be expressed 
as o:2 = o: 2 n a~ , u2 being indecomposable. 
Then Ax A= o: 1 n o: 2 n a 3 . Continue thus. The descending 
chain Ax A> a~> a3 > ... stops. Thus the whole process 
does, and the required expression is found. J 
3. 5 CLASSICAL UllHJUE F,\CTO.i.l.nlATION THEOREM If AX A has 
both the maximal and minimal conditions on 3Ubcongruences, then 
the factorisation of Ax A as a direct product of indecomposables 
obtained by Proposition 3,4 is unique up to isomorphisms of 
congruences. Moro precisely, if 
· · • n P11 
with the ai and ~i indecomposable, then m = n and 
there is a permutation cr of {1 , ••• ,m} such that 
A x A= Pa(1) n ••• n ~cr(r) n ar+1 n ••• n o:m 
for r - o, ... ,m Further, ui is isomorphic with Per( i) 
for 1 = 1 , ••• ,m 
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Proof. Suppose cr : {1, ••• ,s} ~ {1, ••• ,n} has been defined 
so that(*) holds for r ~ s • In particular, 
as+1 n (f3~(1) n ••• n f3o(s) n as+2 n ••• n am)= P1 n ••• n f3n. 
By the Classical Exchange Theorem 3.3, ~ ~ 1 ~ n. f3 1 = ~ n ~ 
and as+1 n (f3c5(1) n ... n f3o-(s) n as+2 ,., n am) 
= ~ n (f3cr(1) n ... ri f3o-(s) n as+2 n . .. n am) 
Now o:s+1 is isomorphic to ~ and so ~>'A . Thus Y) = 'A 
' 
B1 = ~ . Define o( s+1 ) = 1 Then 
A X /1. = f3 6( 1 ) n ... n f3<r( s+1) n cxs+2 n . .. n am 











4. CENTRALITY AND DiiIBCT DECOMPOSITION8 
In Section 3 the Classical Unique Factorisation Theorem 
for a Mal'cev alcebra A was proved from l<'itting 's Lemma usine 
the category of congruences on A, Centrality was not used at 
all. In this section it is brought in to make two improvements 
on the "classical" situation. Firstly the isomorphisn of 
congruences used in passing iu the proof of the Classical 
Exchange Theorem 3.3 is examined in more detail by the Central 
Isomorphism Theorem 4,3, This allows a preciser conclusion to 
the unique f ac torisation theorem. Secondly the hypothesis of 
the Classica l Unique Factorisation Theorem 3,5, viz. that Ax A 
has both the maxlrna.l and minimal conditions on subcongruences, 
is relaxed to the requirement of those conditions only on the 
centre congruence t(A) . The result of these two improveoents 
is the Unique Factorisation Theorer.1 4.6, which is the best 
available theorem of its kind for Mal' cev algebras si.nce it 
gene:calises directly the best availa'oJ.e theorem for groups, 
the Krull-Remak-Schmidt Theorem in its latest form. 
The proof of the Central I somorphism Theorem 4.3 to 
be given here, via Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, is slightly more 
complica ted than it need be. It is done like this because 
Proposition 4.1 is required later anyway, to prove Propositions 
4.4 and 5.4. 
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If f3 , Y are congruences on A, then Y is said 
to centralise f3 iff there is a centreinp. congruence (Ylf3) 
on f3 satisfying the two conditions 
(CC1) V (x,y) e f3 , n1:(x,y)(Ylf3)-> xy bijects 
and 
(002) (Y\[3) respects equivalence of f3 • 
Comparing with Definition 1 .1, a coneruence V is central iff 
Ax A centralises V (Ax AIV) being the centreing congruence. 
If ,A f3 ri Y = A , then . Y centralises f3 , the congruence (Ylf3) 
being defined on ~ by 
( x , y) ( Y I j3) ( x ' , y ' ) ~ x Y x ' and y y y ' . 
PROPOSITION Suppose 4 .1 
( i) If a~ 13 n 6 , and p centralises a , then it also 
centralises a Po . 
( ii) If centni.J.ises f3' , and p' ~ f3 , then f3 n 6 
centralises 13' 
J?roof. ( i) Since ~ centralises a, there is a coneruence 
(13la) on a: satisfying (CUI) and (CC2). Define a relation 
(~113~) on 136 by (x,y) (f3lf3~) (X I ,y I) <=> -] z, , z' . 
X f3 y 6 Z 0: X x' f3 y' 6 z' a x' , and (x s z) <µI a) (x',z') . 
Then (13lr,6) is a congruence satisfyinG ( CC1 ) and (CC2), 
( :\..i) Since ~ centralises f3' , there is a congruence (plf3') 
on p' satisfying (CC1) and (CC2) But f3 ' ~ p :::} ~ ' n o = A 
Then ( f3 I f3' ) 0 ( 6 If,' ) = ( f3 ,i o Ip' ) centres f3' • J 
4.2 PROPOSITION Suppose p n Y - 6 n E • 




















Proof. Define a relation (f3!oi.) on oy E by 
(x,y) < f3 I oJ) (X I tY I) ~ X f3 x' 
' 
y f3 y' , and 
j z , z' . z p z I 
' 
X y z c y 0 X 
' 
x' y z' E y' 6 x' . 
Then (ploJ) is a congruence on o! satisfyine (CCI) and (CC2). 
Now define a relation (f316: n Ex) on 6~ n Ex by 
( x , y) ( f3 \ 6~ n f X) ( x ' , y ' ) 0 x f3 x' , y p y' , and 1 z , z ' , 
t , t' , x 6J z fx y 6~ t fb x x' 6J z' Eby' 0~ t' Eb x' , 
(x,z) (f316J) (x',z'), and (x,t) (f31Eb) (x',t') 
Again (13\6J n cX) is a congruence s~tisfying (CC1) and (CC2). J 
An isomorphism of congruences: cp : U-> V on A is said to be 
central iff V u e U , ( u1L 2 , ucpn 2 ) E <;(A) • If U and V a re 
centrally isonorphic congruences on A, write 
4. 3 CENTRAL I~OMO:itPHIS~I TIIBO!WM 
A x A - f3 n Y = i3 n 6 -> 6 • C 




y -> 6 (x,y) ~ (x,z) , where x Y y f3 z 6 x • 
Clearly cp is a n isomorphism of congruences, and it merely 
remains to show that each (y,z) e s(A) 
By Proposi tj_on 4. 2, f3 centralises a • 
By Proposition 4.1 (i), f3 centralises 
By Proposition 4.1(ii), p~ ~ t(A) 
Now y ~ a: y y and f3 X ~ t;( 1\.) = f3o n of3 BO 
But sj.nce y "( X 0 z p y 
' 
(y,z) E. f3 X . 





Now for the "non-classical" versiomi of the theoreras 
of thu previous section. 
4.4 PROPOS ITION SuppoBe S = ~(A) has t he r~nxi maJ. and 
minimal conditions on s ubcongruences, 
and Ji. Y. A = 13 n y = 61 n . . . n on . 
·1'hen for each i - 1 , ••• ,n, there are nubcongruences 
oi such that 13 n Y = 13 n o1 n ••• n 6~ • 
Proof . For ea ch i let i 1 = 61 n ••• 
' -~ 
The;, ~ n y = 6 i n 6 i • Let Yi = o i bi , 
:Gy Py·o posi t ion 4. 1 ( i) , f3 centralise a p ;i. 




~ Y1 .n 
n 
y ~ 1121 
For ea ch 
"' \.. ~ 01 ,, n 
Y. ~(pnt;) nY, 
J. 
n yn , it follows that 
((( p n't;) n y) ,..., 61) 
i let '6'. 61 {l f\ ~ 
' 
= 
,{i . l 
/'.. 
. . . n on . 




n ·, • n 6 n 
( 1 ) • 
A 
Since Ax A centralis es p n ~, 61 centralises oi . 
Thus for each 
Since Ax A centralises , p centralises 
n 
~ n?:; ~ /I1 ((( 13 " <; ) n Y) n oi) 
Frorr ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) , 
n 
( p ~ ~ ) n Y "" i -CT1 ( ( ( ~ n S) n Y) f'\ 6i) 
-0 
~-
n ' l.,y • 
(c.). 
( 3 ) • 
Since ~ has the minimal condition on s ubconeruences, 
Proposition 3.4 yie l ds fo:i.· sor.w finite 
number p of indecomposable pj • It will be ahown by induction 
on p that 
' 6 ! 
"j l ( O. • ( ~ n 'r; ) n Y l. 
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This is sufficient to give the r eault , for, letting u = 
61 n ... n 6~, (f311t) n Y = ( l3 " s ) n a. Suppose (x,y) E.~ n Y. 
'rhen i t . X ~ t y y . !low (t,y) E. (13,.,c;) n a . 
=} i u . t ( µ ('\ s) u a y . => (x,y) E. 13 c, a . Hence p 0 a = A x A 
Suppose (x,y) E. 13 n a. . In particular , (x ,y) E. a ~ (p!'"1 ;' ) 
So it • x (p "~) t Y y Then (t,y) E. 13 n Y == A 
=> (x,y) E. (p I'\ '\;) A a' = 1: . Hence (-3 11 a = 'A . 
It thus r emains to prove (4) by induction on p • 
If p = 0 , 13 n ~ = ~. Equat ion (4) i s then just (3) with 
s: '. y s: u 1 = "' ui • Suppose (4) holda for all p < ra , 
If p = m , then ( p n s) r-1 Y == 6~~+ 1 n ( Pm n Y) 
,1here 6" = 
n+1 ~1 n ••• n Prn-1 
n Y 
B l.. ·1 u t. n 1 s: " < s: • ( n n ~ ) n y == " 1" n • • • n ,.1'1' ·n s:n" +1 , y nL C lO , "J u. '-' u, 1.,  u u u l. .1. 
i. e . Pm n (6~+1 n Y) = or n ••• n 6~+1 Hote that n is ,.,m 
indecomposable and , being central, has the ~aximnl nnd miniCTal 
conditions on s ubconcruences. The Class ica l Exchnn~e Theorem 3.3 
then shows i 1 ~ 1 ~ n . o1 == ~ n ") and ( p (") ~) ri Y = 
Note 1 f n+1 s ince 1-- ~ 6" s "'- 1 
Se t 6'' = 1 ,7 , and 6! = 6'.' l. l. 
S:11 S:11 S:11 
n ul-1 n ul+1 n ••• n un·t- 1 • 
and >- /"' s " b~+l == A • 
• .p 
l..c lf i< n. 
'then ( f3 n '; ) n Y = ( p n ~ ) n o1 n n 6~ 




4. 5 EXCHANGE THECJilliM If p is indecomposable, t(A) has the 
maximal and minimal conditions on subcongruences, 
and p n Y == o1 n ••• n on = A x A , 
then ~ 1 ~ l ~ n , o1 == ~ n ~ and 
p r, y = 'E; n y = ~ n YJ r, o1 n ... n 01-1 n 01+1 n ... n 6n . 
Proof. If p ,;:;.;_ i'._;(A) 
' 
the result follows by the Classical 
Exchange 'eheorem 3.3. So assume p i s(A) By Proposition 4.4, 
~ 61 ~ 6i . p n Y =~no{ n ... no~. By the modularity of the 
lattice of congruences, there are direct complements 
that i = 1 , ..• ,n, and then 
0 1•1 such ). 
f, n y = o" 1 ,., ... n o" n ,., o' 1 n . . . n o' n . By the Central Isomorphism 
Theorem 4,3, p ~ o" n . . . n 6" . But fJ is indecomposable, C 1 n 
so there is just one i 
' 
say i = 1 with 6'.' ). 
A 
>A . 
Hence o! ). -- oi for 1 /: i ·- i , ••• ,n 
l'utting 't; == o" 1 and ' l == o' 1 , 
A X A 
- f3 n y -· fJ n l") n 01 n n 61-1 n 01+1 n n 
= ~ rl 1 n 61 n r, 0, 1 n 01+1 n n ...L.-
Proposition 4,4 then yields P' ~ f3 , Y' ~y such that 
P n Y = ~ n P' n Y' , 
By modularity, ~ P" Y" • p = ~' n p11 , Y = Y' n Y11 , 




Dy the Central Isomorphism Theorem 4. 3, p -;; t ~ P II n Y 11 , 
-'.' Y" 
........ 
But p is indecomposable, and so p" == A or = A 
If p" /'.. then there is central isor.iorphisr:i <p ~ -) Y" - A a 
Now 
.,, 
13 Ii y = A 
' 
and so p centres y by ~ongruence ( P IYl 
Define a r elation (~Ip) on p by (x,y) (rip) (x' ,y') iff 
(x,y)q:i (~h) (x' ,y')q:> , (pip) is a centreing congruence. 
Thus p , and hence p n Y =Ax A by Propositj.on 4.1(ii), 
and 








that p is not r1ent:ral. The alternative remaining is that 
,., A But indecomposable p p I [3" Y" - A and P" >A . == n 
Hence p I == 1 . Also y == Y' . Thus AX A == E;, n y . ] 
4, 6 UNIQUE FACTOHISATION TlillOlUm If t(A) has the maxinal 
and minimal conditions on subcongruenees, then Ax A has at 
most one decomposition Ax A= a 1 n .•• n am into finitely 
many indecomposable factors. More precisely, if 
Ax A= a 1 n a 2 n .•• n am== P1 n P2 n ••• n Pn 
with the and indecomposable, then m = n and 
there is a pernutation a of {1 , •.. ,m} such that 
Ax A= f3cr(l) n ,,, n F-cr(r) n ccr+1 n ·•· n am 
for r=O, ••. ,m .• 
Further, a ~ n ( ) for i == 1 , ••• ,m. i C >-'cr i 
(*) 
Proof. (*) is proved by induction as for the Classical Unique 
Factorisation Theorem 3,5, but using the Exchanee Theorem 4,5 
instead of the Classical Exchange ~heorem 3,3. Application of 
the Central Isomorphism Theorem 4,3 to succesive r-values of(*) 
yields the central isomorphisms. J 
4,7 COHOLLARY If Ax A has the minimal condition on 
subcongruences, and ~(A) the maximal condition, then Ax A 
has precisely one direct decomposition into a finite number of 
indecomposables. 
From Proposition 3,4 and the Unique Factorisation 
Theorem Llr, 6, ] 
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5, STABLE ISOTOPY 
The previous two sections have examined the direct 
decompos itions of a single Mal'cev algebra A By contras t 
the topic of this section is the behaviour of a whole variety 
T of f·~3.l'cev algebras under the direct product. Let [~] 
de r ote the set of isomorphism classes of finite ~-algebras. 
[£ J is a commutative mono id under the direct produc.t x 
with the class (1) of the one-element ~-algebra as identity. 
Let KL~] be the Grothendieck group of the monoid [!] , 
i.e. ,J. group with monoid-morphism L~J ~ K[!] universal among 
monoid-morphisms from [!] to groups. Let [A] denote the 
ie1age of the isomorphism class of !-alge l>ra A under this 
morphism . For two I-algebras C D , ( C] - [D] iff there 
is a third !-algebra B such that Bx C - Bx D The goal 
of the current section is the Cancellation Theorem 5,7 Giving 
an internal characterisation of this relationship between C 
and D • A useful by-product of the proof is the Structure 
Theorem 5,5 for alge bras in the s ubvariety ~(!) . 
It is first necessary to make the universa1- al£;ebra 
notati.on more precise. Hitherto, if 6J has been an element 
of the set I D I of the operato1· domain _o having a:ci ty n , 
and if p 
of In I 
the result 
on a '.£-alge b:ca 
(a1 ,, •• ,an)p(w) 
written laxly as a 1 ••• anw 
is the map describing the action 
(A,p) , then for a 1 , ••• ,an E. A 
of the action of w has been 
(or with the operator in some other 












p having been suppress ed . In much of this section such laxity 
could prove confusing , and the actions will therefore be 
reinstated. In particular, if V is a congruence on an algebra 
(A,p) , then the induced actj.on of f on the algebra AV will 
be denoted by pv 
5. 1 DEFINITIONS A !-algebra (B,cr) is said to be a stable 
isotope_ of a ~-algebra (A,p) iff there is a bijection 
e B -t A , called a st~_bl~jsotopy , such that 
V w E. I n. I ' 1 ( aw' a,,) E. s( A) • V b1 ' ... 'bn E. B 
n being the ari ty of w, 
((b1 , •.• ,b )cr(w)e, (b,e, ... ,b e)p( c..; )) E. t(A) and n , n 
(aw,a,..J g ((b1 , ... ,bn)o(w)e ,(b1e, ... ,bne)p(w)) 
where U centr e s t(A) . 
-· 
In this case write (B,cr) ~ (A,p) . 
5.2 PROPOSITION 
.Further , if e 
- is an equivalence relation. 
(B,a) ~ (A,p) is a stable isotopy , 
and if Q , V respectively centre ~(A) , t(B) , 
then ~(A) = t(B )( e ,e) and U = V(e,e,e,e) • 
Proof. Sinse e bijects, /:;(A)(e- 1 ,e-1) j_s an equivalence 
r elation on B . It follows from the definition of stable 
,
• ' ct· t' t ·t· · 1 f 'r>( ') that 10(A)(e-1 ,e-1 ) 
-so ·r.opy an ne ransi ·1v1 ;y o .., 1~ --, 




I ( ) ' • • 1 -1 ) <; A l o ,e 
U( -1 -1 -· 1 - 1) = e ,e ,e ,e 
Let w be an 
( ) ( -1 -1 -1 -1 ) suppose b. ,b~ ~ e ,0 , e ,e 
l . . -
is an equivalence 
n-ary operation, and 
i = 1, ••• ,n • 
Then (b1e,bie) ~ (cie,cte) for i = 1 , ••• ,n . 
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No\·, by Definition 5.1, ((b1 , •.• ,bn)a(0.>)o,(b1e, ... ,bno)p(w)) 
~ (aw,iw) ~ ((c 1 , ••• ,cn)a(w)e,( c1e, •.• ,cne)p(w)) . 
= 
is a coneruence, Since U 
~ ((c 10, ••• ,cn0)p(c.0),(c1e, ... ,c~e)p(w)) • 
Again by Definition 5.1, ((b1e, ... ,b~e)p( w),(b1 , ... ,b~)a(w)e) 
~ (i~,aw) ~ ((c 11 e, •.. ,c'e)p(w) ,(c11 , ••• ,c')a(w)e) • n n 
Thus since ~ respects transitivity of t(A) , 
((b 1 , ••• ,b )c(w)a,(b11 , ••• ,b')cr(w)e) U n n = 
( ( C 1 , • • • , C n) o-( w ) e , ( C 1 ' . . • ' C;) 0 ( C0 ) e ) • 
Hence ~(e- 1 ,e··1,e- 1 ,e- 1) is a congruence on ~(A)(e-1 ,e-1 ) • 
Properties (C1) and (C2) of Definition 1.1 for ~(e- 1 ,e-1 ,e- 1 ,o- 1 ) 
follow immedi.ately since e bijects. 
'i'hus ~(e- 1 ,o-:1 , o- 1 ,a-1 ) centres ~(A) (e- 1 ,e- 1 ) • 
By Theorem 1 .10, ~(A)(e-1 ,o- 1 ) ~ ~(B) , and by Proposition 
·u ( -1 -1 -1 - 1 ) ( r- ( ) ( -1 -1 ) >-"( ) ( - 1 - 1 ) ) 
= o ,e , 0 ,e ~ y n '=' J\ e ,e x ,,, A e ,e . 
In the notation of Definition 5.1, let 
b1.,1 = i:\.1e- 1 • Now V a 1 , ••• , an E. A, 
1 • 8, 
(b~e,bwe ) ~ ((a1e··1 , ••• ,ane- 1 )a(w)e,(a1 , ••• ,an)p(w)) Applying 
-1 e and using respect of ~ for symmetry of (:(A) , (bw,bt) 
U( - 1 -1 - 1 -1) (( ) ( ) -1 ( -1 - 1) ( )) = e , e , e , e a 1 , ••• , an p w e , a 1 e , ••• , an e er w 
From above, this can be written as 






Thlls ,., - 1 •, A ~ B · 1 t bJ · t I t . J o is a ao as· a .e 1so opy. n par,icu~r, 
the relation rv is symmetric. Repeating the above procedure 
for the new stable isotopy -1 e ~(B)(e,e) ~ ~(A) • 
Hence ~(A) = C(B)(e,e) and ~ - V(e,e,0,e) 'I'he transitivity 
of - follows aasily , and since 1A is a stable isotopy, 












Any isomorphism e : (n,cr) ~ (A,p) is a stable isotopy, 
with aw = a(.,J for all (.J in In I • As a partial converse, 
if (A,p) , (B,cr) have respective singleton subalgebras 
({e},p) , ({f},cr) , and if e: ll ~ A is a stable isotopy with 
fe = e , then e is an isomorphism of (A,p) and (B,cr) • 
If (A,p) has singleton subalgebra ({e},p) , then the 
mapping t(A)~ ~ et(A) ; (x ,y)~ H ({e}n1- 1 n (x,y)~)n2 is an 
isomorphism of ~-algebras. The isomorphisn induces an 
operation + on e'/;(A) making it an abelian group with e as 
identity. (Cf. Proposition 1 ,7(i).) Singleton subal gebras 
within et(A) form a subgroup G. Stable isotopies of (A,p) 
to itself permuting singleton subal gebras within a given 
((A)-class then form an abelian group of fixed-point-free 
automorphisms of (A,p) isomorphic with G. 
Now to return to the main theme of this section. 
Note that if Ax A= a1 n n am , and defining the 
complements -ai = a1 n ••• n ai-1 n at+1 n •.. n am , 
then A = A nata1 X ••• X A nata Ill 
Also, A natai is indecomposable iff ai is 
Let denote the class of all ~-algebras having singleton 
subalgebras. 
5.3 THEOREM If (I3,cr) is a stabla isotope of (C,~) 
then there is an algebra Z € Z such that Z x B ~ Z x C . 
"'O 
Proof. Suppose o: a~ B i s a stable isotopy with 
(b1,.;,b() y ((c1 , ••• ,cn)c(w)e,(c 1e, ... ,cne)6( w)) 
for each n-ary w E. 112.j , Y,_ centreing s(B) 
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Def::.ne a.n action c of I2 on B by 
(b1.;.,b,) y ((b1 , ••• ,bn)"c(w),(b1 , ••• ,bn)<r(w)) 
Th0n (B,cr) rv (B,--c) ~ (C,"b) • 
Now t(B) is a subset of Bx B . Suppose w is an 
n-a:.:7 operation of D. ' and (b.' b ! ) 1 J. E, l,:'(13) 
Since (~(B), (O",cr)) is a subaleebra of 
( (b1 , •• ,, bn)o(w), (b1,,.,, b~)cr(w)) E, ?;(B) 
By definition of the action of ~ on B 
((b1, •.• ,b~)<r( w),(b1, ••. ,b~)c(w)) E: t; (B) 
Then by transitivity of t(n) , 
(B 
((b1 , ••• ,bn)o-( (,J),(b1, ... ,b1~)'c(w)) E, ((13). 
for i = 1 , ••• ,n 
x B,(cr,cr)) 
' 
Thus ( 's(B) , (o·,c)) is a subal gebra of (B x· B (- ~)) J V JV • 
Let (A,p) == ( t; ( B) ,(cr,c)) 
(B x B, (<Y,c:::)) -t (B,o-) 
on ( n x B , ( er ,-c) ) , 
. 
The projection n1 
yields a congruence kern1 
viz . (b1 ,b2 ) kern1 (b{ ,b2) 
Then ~ is a congruence on 
<=> b1 - bi • 
(A,p) and 
Let ~ = kern1 A 
(A~,p~) - (B,<r) , 
s(B) • 
Similarly, if 
on A with 
Y = ker,. 2 n s(B) , then 
( A y , p y) :: ( l3, c) ~ ( C ,""c) , 
y is a congruence 
Suppose W is an n-ary operation of J1. , and for 
i ( = 1, ... ,n , a. ,a!) , (b. ,b!) E, ~ ( B) with ( a a' ) V (b '') 1 1 1 1 i' i = i'Di 
Now ((a1 , ••• , a n)cr(w),(a{,•••,a~)cr{t.:i)) y 
( (b1, • • •, bn)o-(c..i), (b1, • • •, \~)o(w)) , since y is a cow~ruence 
on (c, ( B) , ( o-, er)) • By definition of the action of -c on 13 , 
((a .11 ... ,a~)cr(w ),(a1,_ ••. ,u~)'c:(w)) '!:_ (b,si ,b,) y 
(( b{ , ••• , b~)cr (w),(b{ , ••• ,b~)b(w)) 
Since ! r espects transitivity of t(B) , 
( ( a 1 , ••• , a) o ( 10) , ( a1 , , , . , a~ )-c ( c..i) ) y 










Thus V is a coneruence on (A, p) 
= 
By properties (C1) and (02) of Y, Ax A=~ n y = Y n y. 
Let AY = Z Then Z E Z 
. =0 havine singleton subal gebra B 
A~ AY X A~~ AY X Ay =) Z x B' Q( Z x C , as required. J 
Theorem 5, 3 goes halfway to\mrds solving the main 
problem of this section. It shows that if B is a stable 
isotope of 
the alge bra 
C , then [BJ = [ C] , 
Z in the class ,, 
~o 
What is more, it produces 
such that Z x 13 ~ Z x C • 
The value of this is that ~0-alGebras have a very simple and 
easily examined structure, as will become apparent froc the 
Structure Theorem 5. 5. This arises. in the solution of the 
othqr half of the main problem. Fror.1 nov, en the actions o:t' 
the operator domain are once more suppressed. 
5,4 PROPOSITION Suppose Ax A=-= p n Y = 6 n a 




A is a stable isotope of 
Define a congruence (p! a ) on a by 
( x , Y ) ( ~ I a ) ( x ' , y ' ) {=> x ~ x ' , y p y ' and 
(x,x') cp (alo) (y,y')q,. ~ contrD.lhies a with (f3lcx). 
Then by Proposition 4.1(1), p centralises A Cl t'y • 
By J?roposition 4 .1 (ii), p n Y == A x A centralises ~~ • 
Thus p,~ ~ l;'(A) • 
1''ix a E, A • Let w E' I r, I be , n n t · ~L d -ary opera ion. 
Suppose a 6 a ' o: a ••. aw Y a p a , (a,a")cp = (a, a ') , and 
a ' ~ a* Y a ••• aw , Thon (a' ,a* ) S p~ :S;. ~ (A) • 
Since <p is a central isomorphism , (a" , a.' ) E, t;( A) 





e : A a ~ A y : b c, 1--t d y 
It will be shown that 
, where a (3 d and 
e is the required 
stable isotopy. Let a (3 di i = 1 , ••• ,n 
Le; t B = P ( a ' , a • • • a(.), b 1 ... b n w ) , ( a , D) q1 = ( a , J3) 1 for 
<p a ~-morphism => D = P(a",a ••• aw,d 1 • ,,dnw) • 
Hence of ... b~CJe = P(aa ••• aawe,aY .•• a\J,bfe ••• b~ew) , 
( a a Y Y ) ( 11 Y :-Y) E. 1o(A'.'f.) But a ..• a we,a ••. a w = a ,a S , 
~hus if V centres 
J 
S'raUCTUilli THEOffi,:;j\J }'OH ALGirnH.AS rn: z • 
im alt?;ebra is in the class 
an al e;ebra in the clas8 ~O 
z iff it is a stable i sotope of 
The structure of an algebra in 
the cla ss ~O is essentially that of a module over a ring. 
Proof . Recall that a !-algebra is in 
a congruence centreing its direct square. 
~(!) iff there is 
Proposition 5,2 
then shows that any stable isotope of an algebra in z is 
= 
also in t Conversely suppose that algebra B is in Z 
= 
Le t V centre t(B) =Bx B . Le t K1 , K2 respectively be 
thu congruences kern 1 kern2 as in the proof of Theorem 5,3, 
Then Bx Bx Bx B = K1 n K2 - K1 n X 
K -> K1 :=> (B x B)natK2 /V (B x B)naty 1 C 
By Proposition 5,4, 
But (Bx B)natK2 ~ B and (Bx B)nat,Y has singleton 
A. 
subalgebra B • 
rJnppose A · in g0 has singleton subalge bra { 0} 
By the remarks after Proposition 5,2, there is an operation + 
on A making it an abelian g:coup (A,+, 0) with O as identity, 










induced on every element of the subvariety ~A of 
(2 of 
T generated 
by A Adjoin them to the operator domain 
a new variety !l, If V centres the ~-algebra Ax A, 
then by defini ~ion of + it also centres the ~A--algebra 
A X A . Let T be the set of trannlat ions of the !l-algebr2. 
A fixing 0 . Then if ~ E. T 
' 
(C,y) V (x,x+y) inplies 
(O,yb) V (x'b, (x+y)'b) so that (x+y)'b = x'b + yr:: T becomes a 
subring of the ring of endomorphisms of the abelian group (A,+,O) , 
It follows that i.f w E. 1 D I is an n-ary operation, then 
where the mappings A ~ . A ; x. H O, •• x .••• 0 w are in T • 1 1 
Thus the structure of A as a ~-algebra is detercincd precisely 
by its structure as a T-module. J 
5, 6 COROLLiili.Y If two ~0-algebras are stably isotopic, 
then they are isomorphic • 
Suppose B and C are Proof. 
isotopy e:B-+C. Let { e} , { f} 
~0-algebras with a stable 
be singleton subalgebras 
of B C respectively. By the remarks after Proposition 5,2, 
there is an operation + on C making (C,+,f) an abelian 
group with identity f ~uppose ee -· g . Then :!:'rom Structure 
Theorem 5.5, the mapping B ~ C; b M be-g is a stable isotopy. 
For since e is a stable isotopy, V n-ary lJ E. I J1 I , .] aw E. C • 
V b 1 , ••• , bn E. B , b1 ••• bnwe = b 1 e ••• bne(J + aw • Then 
(b1e-g ) ... (bne-g )Cv = b1o ... bnew - g ••• gw 
(aw + e; ••• gw) , so that 
b ~ be-g is a stable isotopy. Since ee - g = f b 1-t be-g 
is an isomorphism, again by the remarks after Proposition 5.2. J 
(a,d)cp = 
Define 
(a,b) • It will be shown that 
, where a~ d and 
e is the required 
stable isotopy. Let i = 1 , ••• ,n 
L2t B = P(a' ,a ••• aCJ,b1 ••• bnw) , (a,D)q1 = (a,B) for 
since a' a: a •.. aw 6 b1 ••• bnc0, a' 6 13 a b1 • •• bnc...i 
cp a !-morphism => D = P(a",a.,.aw,d1 ••• dnw) . 
a: o: ( o: o:. , Y Y. a bo: ) Hence o1 ••• bnwe =Pa •.. a we,a , •• a w ,b1e ..• new 
Bnt ( 0: C( • Y Y ) ( II Y ;" Y ) C \o ( A'.¥,) ..... a • • • a we , a • • • a w = a , a ..., L, • 
~hus if V centres ~(Ay) , 
r ,.:, "y -aY' 
\ u. , ' V (bf ••• b~i..,o, bf e •.• b~ew) , as required. 
h ~ 
., . '.) S'r1WCTUilli THEOHi:!ill :POH ALGirnlu\S rn. Z • 
J 
fu1 a l gebra i3 in the class 
an aleebra in the clas8 ~O 
z iff it is a stable isotope of 
The structure of an nlgebra in 
the clusa ~O is essentially that of a module over a ring. 
Proof . Recall that a !-algebra is in ~(!) iff there is 
a congruence centreing its direct square. Proposition 5.2 
then s hows that a ny stable isotope of an algebra in z is 
= 
a l so in '!., Conversely suppose that algebra B is i.n Z 
= 
Let if centre ~(B) =Bx B. Let K1 , K2 respectively be 
the congruences kern1 kern2 as in the proof of Theorem 5,3. 
'rhen B x B x B x B = K1 n K2 .. K1 n X 
K -~ K1 => (B x B)natK2 rv (B x B)natY. 
By Proposition 5.4, 
1 C 
But (Bx B)natK2 ~ B and (Bx B)naty has singleton 
A 
subalgebra B . 
flnp1)ose A · in g0 has singJ.eton subalgebra {O} 
By the remarks after Proposition 5.2, there is an operation + 
on A rnaJ.:tn(3 it an abelian gr·oup (A,+,O) with O as identity. 














induced on every element of the subvariety 






a new variety !l • If V centres the 
= 
!-algebra Ax A, 
then by definition of + it also centres the !l-algebra 
A X A . Let T be the set of translati0ns of the !l-algebr2. 
A fixing 0 . Then if ~ e T , (C,y) V (x,x+y) inplies 
(O,yb) V (xc, (x+y)-c) so that (x+y)c = Xb + yb . T becomes a 
subring of the ring of endomorphisms of the abelian group (A,+,O) • 
It follows that if w E. I.O. I is an n-ary operation, then 
V x 1 , ••• ,xn e A, x1 ... xnw = x 10 ... 0w+ Ox2 ... ow+ ... + O ... xn<:v 
where the mappings A ~ - A ; x . H O ••• x . .•• 0 w are in T • J. J. 
Thus the structure of A as a !-algebra is deterr:1inect precisely 
by its structure as a T-module. J 
5,6 COROLLARY If two ~0-algebras are stably isotopic, 
then they are isomorphic. 
Suppose B and C are ~0-algebras with a stable Proof. 
isotopy Let { o} , { f} be singleton subalgebras 
of B C respectively. By the remarks after Proposition 5.2, 
there is an operation + on C making (C,+,f) an abelian 
group with identity f 8uppose ee -· g . Then :!:'rom Structure 
Theorem 5.5, the mapping B ~ C; b H be-g is a stable isotopy. 
For since e is a stable isotopy, V n-ary w E. J J2 I , ~ aw E. C , 
V b1 , ••• , bn E. B , b1 •.. bnwe = b1 e ••• bne<J + aw • 
(b1e-g ) .. ,(bne-g )Co = b1e ... bnew - g • •• gw 
Then 
= b1 ••• bnwe (aw + e, . . gw) , so that 
b ~ be-g is a stable isotopy. Since ee - g = f b ~ be-g 
is an isomorphism, again by the remarks after Proposition 5.2. J 
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Up to this point no fini tencmi coY,cli tions have been 
placed on the ~-algebras appearing. ThiD was why Theorem 5,3 
was stated in a form not involving [!J , the nonoid of 
isomorphism classes of' finite !-algebras. The Cancel.lation 
Theorem 5,7, however, requires some finiteness condition 
because it uses a unique factorisation theorem in its proof. 
It is then natural to state it in a form involving [~J 
5. 7 CANCBLLAT 101; THBOWm 
[ BJ= [CJ iff B ~ C • 
For two finite 1-algebras B, C , 
::} [BJ = [CJ . 
(a), (b), (c). 
Theorem 5,3 shows B - C 
Th e converse follows in three steps 
All algebras appea ring are finite . Note that in the notation 
of Theorem 5, 3, i:f B is fj_nite then so are C and Z , 
( a ) 
B h S t t /]l ' 5 ;;- 1 'l I Z I C '7 '} Z I Z 
Z I 
y 't e · rue ·u.re ... neorem , :>, ~, i, 1 , 2 " jQ • u1 ,...,, ~1 , ' 2 "' 2 
• 
Then Z' 1 X B "'Z' 2 X D . 
By Tl: eorem 5,3, -} Z" € z ~ II X Z' X B ,.., Z" X Z' X D 0 =0 Jo 1 0 2 . 
Also, i Z' 0 e z =0 ZO X z1 N z I 'o X Z' 2 
I'hus (ZO X z• 0 X z I) 1 X B ~ ( '7 II ,.,0 X Z' 0 X z I\ 2 1 X D ' 
with ( z11 Z' Z I) /V < io X X = 0 0 1 X Z' 0 X Z2) ,.., ,, "o € go . 
So to prove ( a ) ' it is suffictent to prove 
( a I) }'or z 0 e fo , ZO X B - z 0 X D =} H ,., D . 
Let .A. "' zo X B ~ z 0 X D Then A X A == l'; n f3 = 11 n 6
 
with zo 
,v Anat~ ,v Anat>7 B ~ Anatµ D 
...., Anat6 
(co mplement notation as before Theorem 5.3) 
It follows by decomposing le,, µ , '1, 6 into indecomposables, 
':• 
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applying the Unique Factorisation Theorem 4,6, and collecting 
together indeccmposables again, that ~ = );= n l;x , ''1 = YJ= n Y)x 
f3 = f3x n f3::= ' 6 = ox n o= with ~= ~ Y)= ' l;x er 6x , 'r')x ~ f3x 
1,== .._. o= 
t-' C • 
Now z0 £E Anat~= x Anati=,x ~ AnRtf' x Anat1{ 
S.i.nce z0 is in the class ~O , all
 the factors a.re. 
By Proposition 5,4, An~t~= ..-vfillat~= 
By Corollary 5. 6, Arw.ts= = Anat,( • 
Hence X X Anat~· = Anatry , from the Structure Theorem 5.5 and the 
usual cancellation theorem for finite groups with operators 
[ e • g . 8, Theorem 3. 11 J. 
Then by Proposition 5.4, 
Anat~x ~ A."1attJx ~ Anat.'i;x "" Anat6x and Anatµ-· ,-.J Anato= • 
Thus B ~ Anat·j3 -- Anatp,x x Anat~== 
rv Anatox X Anato=,.., D' as required for (a') 
( b) 
B , D 
n n 
have no indecomposable factors in z 
Let C - B ~ D , C x C = f3~ n ~1 = 6~ n ~h uith 
CnatA' - B t--n n 
Then from the Unique Factorisation Theorem 4.6, as for (a'), 
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~ I -> O I 
n c n 
and ,lo i -> }- I i,;B c s-n - there are no cross-t
erms since 
and D have no factors in Z , 
n 
Thus zB~ ZD , by Proposition 5,4, 
Now Bn x ZD x z1 /V D X z X l,2 ~ A say, n D ' 
where on !;]) ~2 Anatfn 
~ 13 





z1 Anatl;D '7 Anat~2 
' 
- UD , Anat6 
n 
Again applying the Unique l<'actorisation Theorem 4,6, 
~B = £; ~ n ~~ ' ~1 == tf rr ~1 , i:;D == ~~ n {;~ ' ~2 = ~~ n ~; 
with ~= ~ ~= ~x ~ ~x ~x ~ ~x ~= -0~ e-2 , and 
R ~ 6 
0
'B c -D ' B c .,2 ' .., 1 c D ' c; 1 c, c 1-'n c n 
there are again no cross-terms in R or 6 1-'n · n 
Thus z B X z 1 
,., ZD X z2 . Since ZB /V ZD ' z1 "-' z2 
follo1·1s by 
( b) is :proved. 
( c ) Il :;.;: C ,v D X E and B ;;:;· D _, ONE -7 . 
(c) clearly completes the proof of the theorem, 
It is proved by induction on the nuVi.ber of indecooposable non-i = 
f a ctors in Bx C x D x E If C , Ee~ , it follows by (h). 
Otherwise , let A~ Bx C ~ D x E A x A = B n Y = 6 n E 
Anatp ~ B, AnatY ~ C Anat6 - D Anat€ == E From the Unique 
Factorisation Theorem 4.6, p = p= n px, Y = Yx n y= 
I 
( a) • 
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y>< ;( = 
1 
L 
;,;x E >< ~= 
By Proposition 5,4, Anat0= ~ Anato=. 
By Theorem 5. 3 , -J Z c ~0 • Z x Anatp= ~ Z x J\.nato= . 
Now Z x Anat~= x Anatpx '= Z x B ~ "x D ~;,; x Anat6= x Anat6x • 
Since Z x Bx Z x D has fewer non-~ factors than 
Bx C x D x E , it follows by induction that Anatnx N Annt6x 
Then X JC
 X .x AnatY ,...., Anat6 -~ Anatf, ~ AnatE and AnatY= ,_., Anat'i:= 
imply C ~ Ana.t'(x x AnFtty= ,..__ AnatEx x Anat'i:.= -~ E , as required , J 
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6. QUA.SIGIWUPS AND CEli.TRALITY 
operation 
A guasii=;roup ( Q,.) is a set Q with a binary 
called mnl ti12lication such that in the equation 
x.y = z any two elements determine the third uniquely. It 
' 1 1 ' h t t h . R ( X) : Q -+ Q ·, q I-+ 11 • X and to_ ows ~ a , e mappings '1 
L(x) : Q -• Q ; q 1-+ x.q are permutations of the set Q 
The s ubgroup < R(x),L(x) J x € Q > of the group of permutations 
cf Q gene,.~ated by all these mappines is called the 
mul 't;i plication ,C(rO'QJ2 I·lltQ of 
terms, if x/y = xR (y) - 1 and 
Q • 
x\y 
In uni ver sal-algc bra 
1 
= yL(x)- then MltQ 
t · f ( Q / \) ~11t is not just the group of transla ions o , • , , • ,. 
is 
functorial, but epj.morphisns e : Q1 -+ Q2 of qun.sigroups do 
induce epimorphisr.1s Ml te : rn tQ1 -+ rn tQ2 of groups 
[ cf. 4, Lemma IV. 1 • 3 J 
Quasig:.coups are Mal' cav algebras by virtue of the 
derived operation P(x,y,z) = ((x.y)/x)\(x. z ) This enables 
one to apply the work of Sections 1 to 5 to the study of 
quasi.groups . (Inde ed that work arose first in the quasigroup 
context.) In Sections 7 and 8 centrality is used to begin a 
study of the relatj.onship between a finite quasi.croup and its 
multip.lication group . Tbis section treats three isolated topics 
linking centrality and quasicroup theory . The first, which is 
useful l a ter, is the connection bet11een multi1)lication groups 
and stable isotopy. 
I 
I'. l i 
( l 
I ( ., 
/ 
I 









6.1 PROPOSITION If (P, o) :in a qua.sigroup ,1ith a sineleton 
subal5ebra (ide::npot ent), and (Q,.) is any stable isotope of 
P , then MltP ~ MltQ. 
Proo:(. Let the idempotent of P be e • 
q ~ y.q , etc. 
Suppose without loss of eenerality that P = Q ond the stable 
isotopy is just the identity nw.ppinc. Define a derived 
operation + on P by p1 + p2 = (p1R1)( e )-
1 ) 0 (p2Lp(e)-
1 ) 
(P,+,e) is a loop known as the corresponding loop .or cloop of P • 
From the definition of stable isotope, there is a member P 
of e~(P) such that x.y = p + (xay) . Then xRQ(y) = p+(x 0 y) = 
(eop1p(e )-1 )+(xoy) = (e+x)o(pLp(e)-1+y) = xRp (P1p(e)-1+y) • 
Thus RQ(y) = Rp(PLp(e)- 1+y) ; similarly LQ(y) == Lp(PRp(e)-1+y) • 
Since pLP(e)-1 pRp(e) - 1 E. et:(P) , the mappings 
y ~ p1p(e)-1+y and y ~ pRp(e)- 1+y are invertible. 
The result follows. ] 
iLmong non-associat ive algebras the variety ~ of 
quasi.groups plays the f undamental role played by the variety 
G of e;roups among associative algebras. The counterpart of 
the variety A of abelfon groups is then the variety ~(9) , 
The nex t result, paraphrasing a theorem of Mine [11 ], gives 
an exarn1)le of thiB analogy. 
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6 . 2 THEOREM Let Q be the free ~(~)-algebra on one 
generator. By the Structure Theoreo 5.5, Q is stably isotopic 
to P = Q x Q / Q. Let M be the subgroupoid of P 8enerated 
by a non-ide rr.potent element under the multiplication of P • 
Then M indexes non-associative powers. 
If £ is replaced by ~, M is replaced by the 
n2.tur2.l numbers N , uhich index associative po11ers . 
By [11, Theorem 7. 2] and the second half of thm 
Structure Theorem 5,5, ] 
The final topic of this section is finite entropic 
qu2s i 6:coups. These were introduced by Murdoch [ 1 2 J tmder the 
,1ow ec,nfusin~ nmr.e of "abeliRn quasi-groups". An §ntr_q_nic 
( a .b) .(c . d) == (a.c) .(b.d) • Let E denote the variety of 
entropic quasigroups. A finite quasi~roup Q is in F. iff 
the multiplication : Q x Q ~ Q is a quasigroup morphism. 
Murdoch gave three structure theorems in [12] for finite 
entropic quasigroups . Two of these theorems follow directly 
from t he work of Sections 1 to 5, 
Nurdoch's Second Structure Theorem showed how an 
entropic quasigroup having an idempotent could be obtained 
by tampering with an abel1rm group. Now eYery subquns i&roup 
H of an entropic quasj_group Q is normal i n Q, since 
(H.x). (II.y) = (H.H). (x. y) == H. (x.y) , so that (right) cosets 








E is a subvariety of g(£). The Structure Theorem 5.5 may 
= 
thus be used to describe a quasigroup Q in E havi.ng 
= 
idempotent O in tP-rms of the abelian group (Q,+,O) and 
its endomorphisms. This description is that Given by Murdoch's 
Second Structure Theorem. 
Murdoch's First Structure Theorem decomposed a 
finite entropic quasigroup Q into a direct product of two 
quasigroups. Define quasigroup morphism p : Q--+ Q 
where x.xP _= x , xP is called the right unit of x . 
Murdoch 's decomposition produced one factor in which eYery 
element was a right unit and a direct complement of that 
factor having a unique idempotent. His proof conaidered 
extensions of the li~it of the series Q--+ Qp--+ Qp 2 --+ •••• 
The theorem may be proved more directly by applying }'i ttine;' s 
Lemma 3,1 to the morphism of congruences 
~ : Q x Q--+ Q x Q; (x,y ) H (x,x.yP) . 
Finally, the automorphisms of abelian groups and of 
quasigroups appearing in [12, Theorem 1U] and L12, Section 10] 
respectively are examples of those mentioned in the remarks 
after Proposition 5.2. 
7, STABILISERS · IN MULrrIPLICATIOl~ GROlJJ?S 01~ FilUTE QUASI:.CROUPS 
The multiplication eroup G = MltQ of a finite 
qus.sigroup Q is a permutation group on the set Q. In this 
section normality properties of the stabiliser Gh of an 
element h of Q are examined in relation to the algebraic 
structure of the quas i group Q. 
7. 1 DE1"I1HTI0l'r. A quasigroup is naid to be abelian , or in the 
class ~ , iff it satisfies both the commutative and associat ive 
laws, and is thus an abelian group . 
7 .2 ~mEORElii i h e Q , Gh <l G iff Q E. ~ • 
By Cayley's Theorem, an abelian quasigrou:p is 
i somo~phic to its multiplication group . Thus if Q E. A, 
G E. A , and t,o Gh <.J G for all h in Q • 
Conversely, suppose j h E. Q. Gh <l G 
From the definition of a quasigroup, G is transitive on Q, 
so that all the stabilisers are conjue;ate, 
and V x E. Q G == { 1 } • Then IQ i == I G: Gh I = I G I , 
X 
The mapping R: C• ~ G ,· x ~ R(x) i'n1ecLs ~ - . .., I., • 
Q is finite , it bijects; let R(e) = Since 
'.Chen 
V X ' 
Thus 
eL(e) == ee = eR(e) - e , so that L( o ) E. G0 - {1}, 
R is 
v x e 
y (;, Q e.R (x)R(y) 
R(x)R(y)R(xy)-1 E. 
8.n isomorphlsrr; of 







(ex)y = xy ·-· eH(xy) 
= { 1 } Hence R(x)H(y) == R(xy) 
with the group (.t . 
::} H.(x)L( x)- 1 E. G == { 1 } => X 
. 
Q E. A ] 
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COHOLLA .. "lY Q E. A iff MltQ € ~ , j 
== 
7.4 COROLLARY No Hamiltonian group can be the multiplication 
group of a quasigroup. 
Proo:(. If G Here Hamiltoninn, then Gh <l G for all h E. Q 
By 'rheorem 7, 2 , Q ·wou.ld be abelian, and then by Corollary 7, 3, 
G would also be abelian, But Har:1il tonian groups arc not abe~.ian, 
Corollary 7,4 is rather interesting . It might bo thought that 
the concept of quasigroup is so weal: that any group could be the 
:riul tiplica tion group of some qua,Jigroup ( just as, fo r example, 
any group can bo the automorphism e,roup of a graph), 
Corqllary 7,4 shows that this is not so . It openR up the 
problem of fin<ling precisely what grours can be multiplication 
groups of quasieroups. At tlw tirie of 1'll'i tine no groups other 
than Hamiltonian groups have been denied this possibility. 
Theorem 7,2 admits a e;eneralisation to the case 
Gh m.tbnormal in G (notation: Gh <Kl G ) , givini:; a result 
analogous to that obtained by Brucl~ (3, Section I.8] for loops. 
This is Theorem 7.7, Some preliminaries are necessary. 
A quasie;roup Q is said to be ultrns olubJ.q_ if it has a central 
e-.eries / ..- V ~ . • • ~- n - Q X Q such that 
The class U of ultrasolubll~ quasigronps i=:1, • •• ,n for 
= 
fo:r·ms a variety. 
J 
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7, 5 PROPOfJITION An ultrasoluble quasieronp Q has a 
uniqu~ idempotent. 
This follows by induction on jQj Let Q e ~ 
A 
h;0,vc centra l series Q = v0 < v1 < •.• < Vn = Q x Q with 
V1na tVi_1 %; ~(QnatV1,_ 1 ) and V/Vi-l € ~ for i = 1,.,. ,n 
f5uppos e the proposi tio:n is true for u.l trasoluble q_uasigroups of 
smaller order t~an Q . Then it is true 
V, 
CJ. 
for r~natV1 , so that 
v1 has unique class q V, such tha t 
is a subalgehra of 
.,,,"if: V 
By l)r·c,pos.ition 2.t:.(i); q' <J q ' x CJ. v, 
.,.,.::,,. 
Now V /Q"" ~ ( V, ·· V, )/ V, e 1 1 . = q A CJ. q 
By Corol l ary 7. 3 , ~Ut ( q V. V '/ ~ xq'J q' e~. 
The Structura Theorem 5,5, Propo s ition 6.1, nnd Corollary 7,3 
then i mply that v, q is abelian, and thus contains a unique 
i dernpo ten~. But if e is any idempotent of Q 
e v, is a subalc:ebra of Q, so e v1 q and e is the 
unique :Lcl(~mpotent. ] 
If x , y arc eler:ients of a (1uasi[>;roup Q , 
Uote xp(x,y) = y 
If H is a subgroup of G == MltQ, let HQ denote the 
(possibly empty) set of elements of Q fixed by H. 
7,6 PROPOSITION 'f X € Q , 
{p(x,t) it E, Q} is a transversal to G 
be the subtransversal to G in N0 (G1) X Let ·r 















Now for the generalisation of TheoreCT 7,2, 
7. 7 TID~OREM -J h e Q • ah <Kl G iff Q e ~ 
Proof. It will first be shown by induction on the order of Q 
that ,3 he Q. Gh <Kl G =} q e ~. 
Suppose the result true for all quasigroups of order l ess than jQj , 
and su1)pose .:_} h e Q , Gh 41 G • 
Since G is transitive on Q all stabilisers are subnormal. 
Let V = {(x,y) e Q x Q I yGx = y} 
A 
By Proposition 7,6 and the subnormality of stabilisers, Q < V 
(o.) V ~ Q x Q 
Fix h E. Q. 
Let (x.,y.)E.V,i.e. y.G ==Y· ,i=1,?.. i i i xi l 
It is required to show that (y1y 2 )Gx1x 2 = Y1Y2 • 
!low Gx. = p(h,xi)-1 .Gh.p(h,xi) , 
l 
so Y1r(h,xi.)-1 == zi , say, Hith zi € (Gh)Q . 






y 1y 2 
= (z 1 .x 1L(h)-
1)(z2 .x2L(h)-
1 ) = z2p(h,z1).(x1x2)L(hr·
1 
Since z 1 e (Gh)Q , p(h,z1 ) e NG(Gh) . But alBo z2 E. (Gh)Q, 
so z 2p(h,z1) = z 2~(h,z1)Gh, i.e. z2p(h,z1) € (Gh)Q. 
Then 
Thue 
Thus (y1y 2)p(h,x1x2)-I e (Gh)Q, 
so that 
(b) V ~ t,(Q) 
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Su1Jpose (x 1 ,y1 ) , (x2 ,y2 ) € V , 
Let (x3 ,y3) = (x 1 ,y1 )R((x2 ,x2))-
1
.(x2 ,y2 ) 
By ( a) , ( x 3 , y 3 ) E. V , Le t q , r € Q
 , 
Then (qR(x1 )-
1x 1 ,qR(x1 )-
1y 1 )(rR(x2)-
1x 2 ~rR(x2 )-
1y2 ) 
= (qr,qr)L((x3 , x3))R((x3,x3))-
1
.(x3'y3) 
It follows that 
(x,y) y (x' ,y') (.=? Q(x,y) = ,l(x' ,y') defines a congruence 
By Proposition 2.2, V is a congruence on Q. 
By Proposition 2,3, V centres V. 
(c) V v~ CA: 
By Proposition 1 .2, 
l~ow L(xH.(xf- 1_) f. Gx 
Then if (x,y) € V , 
v'I € z 
= 
V Q(x,y)= = (xR( x)-1 , xR(x)-1)X(x,y)Y 
= (xL(xR(x) - 1),yL(xR(x)-1 ))Y 
V 
-- ( X ,y) = • 
Va , b € Q , R(a)R(b)R((xa.b)L(x)-1)-1 € Gx 
Thus if (a,c) , (h,d) E V, 
V V V V V ( )VJ . ( )-1 [(x,y)=(a,c)=](b,d)= = (x,y)=[(xa,xc)=, b,d = 1 Q 
V V V 
= (x,y) =l(a,c)=(b,d) = ] • 
vY, being an associative qu.asieroup, is a eroup. 
Being in ~ , it is abelian. 
V 
The hypothesis "i h € Q • Gh ~ G" iA preserved 
trr·,dor epimorphisms, Thus QnatV is ul trasoluble, by induction. 
I t follows thnt Q is uJ.trasoluhle, 
















Conversely, it will be shown by induction on the 
order of .. Q that Q C u ~ i h E. Q . Gh <l<I G , 
Suppose Q C u 
' 
and the result is true 
of smaller order. By Proposition 7,5, 
for all quasigronpff 
Q has a uniq_ue 
A 
idempotent e . Let Q 
be a central series in 
and 
Since 
V. /V. 1 € A , ]. ].-
Let 
VO v1 < v2 = < < .•• < vn = Q x Q 
Q with v1mJ.tVi-l ,:::; ((QnatVi_1 ) 
V centre l;(Q) 
= 
Thus by Proposition 7,6, 
t v1 e 
G < N0 (G ) , e , e 
=> tG = t . e 
f . V as in the first half of the proof. De.1ne congruence 
Let e = natV : Q -> QnntV , and let <p : G ~ G , where 
~ = Mlt(Qe) , be tho induced epimorphism of multiplication groups. 
By induction, (G)ee <jCl G • 
Since [(G)e 8 ]~-l = N0 (Ge) , 
Hence G <1-~ G , as r equired. e J 
~-· .. 
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8. FURTHER RESULTS OH MUL'.i'I1?1IU,1.'II0H GROUPS 
In this section the study of the relationship 
betwee~ a finite quasigroup Q and its multiplication group 
G is continued by correlating centrality of the quas i group 
and simplicity of the multiplication eroup. This leads to 
Theorem 8 .5 which begins a classification of the quasigroups 
of prime order. Stabilisers once again play an important 
part, and the first result is a description of the elements 
of the stahilisor Gh of h in Q analogous to that obtained 
by :3ruck L4, Lemmo. IV.1 .2] for loops. 
The natural s etting for this description is the 
g1·on_poid (in the sense of "category with all arrows invertible" 
anci not "set with binary operation " as in the ntatement of 
Theo rem 6.2) consisting of vertices correspondinB to elements 
of Q together with arrows a labelled by a E G from vertex 
x to vertex y where x<J" = y • I•':ron the definition of 
quasigroup, there are unique arrows labelled R(?) and L(?) 
between any two (ponsibly identicAl) vertices. The stabiliser 
~ of a vertex h then consists of the labels of the arrows 
fl. 













For any x , y in Q, define 














8.1 PROPOSITION Gh = < ']\.,(x) ,R.h(x,y) ,Lr/x,y) j x , y Sq> • 
:Proqf. Let G1 == < T .... (x) ,R} (x,y) ,L, (x,y) I x , y E. Q. > , 1 u 1 n 
Clearly Gh ~ Gh. 
Conversely , suppose a E.G. Then a~ « 1 '''"i, 
. ( )+1 ( )+1 where aj is of the form R qj or L qj , qj E. Q 
It will be shown by induction on 1 tha t any a can be 
expressed as o; == "t:R( q) , with ~ E. Gh , q E. Q , 
For R(x)R.(y) = Rh(x,y)R((xL(h).y)L(h)-1) 
















Th ( xL ( h) H ( h) - l ) r,11 ( xL ( h) H. ( h) -
1 
, y) Th ( ( y • xL ( h) ) R ( h) - l ) - l 
• R((y. xL(h))L(h)-1) 
R ( x ) L ( y) -· 1 == 
Th ( ( y. ( h;:) R ( y) -l ) R ( h ) - 1 ) 1
11 
( ( hx) R ( y ) - l R ( h) - l ,Y) - l Th ( ( hx) R ( y) - 1 R ( h) - 1 ) - 1 
' I 




In p2.rticular ( ( ) -1 )-1 ( ,. (, )-1) 1 = Rh hL h , x R h.u n is expressed in 
the required form, and the general case follows by induction 
usinG the formulae. The expression o: = -cn(q) is unique, 
:for q is specified tmiq_uely by ho: = hq_ , and then -c ==- o:R (q)-1 
If o: e Gh, then 
But R(hL(h)-1) = 
a. = 1}H(hL(h)-1 ) with 1:: e Gh • 




8 .2 D.Kl"INITION The gerived con~ruenc~ K of a quasigroup 
Q is tha interaection of all congruences V on Q such that 
Qna tV is abelian . 
Proposition 8.) enables an explicit description of the derived 
congruence to be given in terms of stabilisers in G = ~UtQ. 
8,3 PROPOSITION K = < Q( LJ G x LJ G ) > • 
xE.Q x xE.l~ x 
By Proposition 8.1 , any element of Gx can be 
expressed as a product of ·:r (x.) , H (x. ,x.) , Lx(xi,xj) 
X l X J. ,] 
or their inverses . Write such producta generically as 
Ex(x1 '. •, ,xm) , F/Y1 ' •.. ,yn) . 
Suppose V is a congruence on Q, and Q.natV E. A 
Let e = natV Then V x e Q , (I•'O..tQe)xe = {1} · 
So for all q in Q and stabiJ.iscrs Rx(x1 , •.. ,xm) 
qeEx8 (x1o, ••• ,xme) = qe , qeFY8 (y1e, ... ,yne) = qa . 
~ V V Thus (q,q)(E (x1 , ••• ;x ),F (y1 , ••• ,yn)) t (q ,q) • X m Y 
""9 ~( lJ G x LJ G ) S V , 
xeQ x xE.Q x 
Hence < Q( LJ G x LJ G ) > ::S_ K • 
xE.Q x xE.Q x 
= 

















Conversely, let U = <. Q( LJ G x LJ G ) > , 
xE.Q x xE.Q x 
By Proposition 2.2, U is a congruence on 
Let 
Now 
q 'y E. Q, l!°'y(Y1,•••,Yn) E. Gy. 
(q , q)(1,E'/Y1 , ... ,yn)) E. Q(x~QGX 
~ q U qFY(y1 , ••• ,y11 ) , 
~ q~F (y1cp, ••. ,yncp) = qcp • ycp 
Q • 1et cp = natU 
Thus ( Ml tQcp) ycp = { 1 } whence by Theorem 7, 2, Qcp E. A 
Hence K ~ U, and thus equality as required, ] 
With these preliminaries done , it is now possible 
to give the basic relationship between centrality of quasigroupG 
and simplicity of multiplication groups. 
8.4 TlUmREM If Q is a quasigroup in ~, 
then neither MltQ nor (MltQ)' can be simple non--abelian. 
Proof. In view of the Structure Theorem 5.5 and lJroposition 6.1 , 
it is s~fficient to consider a quasigroup Q in Z having 
idempotent e • Let (B(Q) ,+,e) , or just B, denote the 
cloop of Q as defined in the proof of Proposition 6.1 • 
By the Structure Theorem 5,5, B is a (Ml tQ) -module. e 
Now MltQ certainly cannot be simple non-abelian, for it 
has the abelian normal subgroup IvU tB , 
· d f Q Let Q' = eK Let K be the derive congruence o . 
By ~roposition 8,3 , K >. 
,, , < (1 ) E. Q a E. (MltQ) > as a subquasigroup Thus ~ = P -o: P ·, e 
of Q Let R = R(c) , L = L(e) . Since 
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P1 (1-a1).p2(1-a2) = p1(1-a1)R + p2(1-a2)L - p1R(1-af) + p21(1-a~) , 
Q' = B(1-(MltQ) ) 
e 
Thus if q € Q' , -3 p € Q , ex e (MltQ) • q = p( 1-'-cx) • 
e 
~et RB(q) B ~ B; b ~ b+q. 
If x € Q, x[a,R13 (p)J = (xa-
1
-p)a + p = xRB(q) • 
Hence RB( q) e (Ml tQ)' • 
Thus MltB(W') ~ (MltQ)' , indeed Mlt:J(Q') <J (MltQ)' • 
If (Ml tQ) ' is simple, then MltB(Q') is { 1 } or (MltQ) ' 
Now Ml tB( QI) = { 1 } :.;) i.t' = { e} =)Q E. A =? ru tQ e A =) (MltQ)' 
Again .IvlltH(Q') = (MJ.tQ)' => (MltQ)' € A J 
Q of prime order, the mntunlly 
exclusive poeeibilities " Q e Z " and 
= 
II (In t(~) I sic1ple 
non-abeliar1 " are the only ones, as the f ollowing application 
of a theorem of Galois shows. 
8. 5 THBORBM I f Q is a quasigroup of prir:1e ortl.er p 
then either Q e Z or 
= 
(Ml tQ)' is rt simple non-abelian 
transitive permutation group on Q. 
.l<'irst ass\JJne that (J has an idempotent 
The notat ions of Theorem 8,4 will be used. 
Let C denote the cyclic group of 01·der n . 11 
If Q' 
-· 






/l''Li.tQJ > p , and by prir:1:i.tivity (MltQ)' is trans itive on Q • 
If (Ml t " ) I ~ is not abelian, it is simple [6, Satz V.21 .1 ]. 
If (MltQ)' is abelian, then by Galois' Theorem L6, Satz I1,3.6J 
(MJ.tQ)' ~ C p MltQ = (MltQ)' .(MltQ) 8 , 
(MltQ) 8 is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
(.MJ.tQ) 'n (r,Ut~) = {1} , and NltQ on 
e 
to a group of affine transformations on 
C p-1 
Q is similar 
GH(p) • 




























Let the cloop of Q be B. 
If 
and 
B ~ Cp , then MltB ~ MltQ 
Out~) = < R,L > R and 
e 
(B,+,e) . Thus Q € z 
= 
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=-} (Ml tQ)' = MltB , 
1 being automorphisms of 
Suppose then that B ,.I, C Again, since MltB ~ Iv1ltQ r p ' 
MltB on B must be of the form above given by Galois' Theorem. 
If there is a non-e x in B 
then R13 (x) is of order p 
such that R1/x) € (MltB) ' , 
and so a p-cycle. 
Hence B ~ CP , a contradic~ion t o the asstunption. 
Otherwise for all non- e X in 13 R1/x) ft (!U tB)' 
Then RB(x) for any X must fix some point, say y . 
Thus y+x = y . But y+e = y Hence X = e 
' 
another 
contradictj_on. The result is thus true for quasigroups 
with idempotents. 
Now suppose (Q,.) is a general quasigroup of order 
If (MltQ)' is not simple non-abelian, it must be shown that 
Q e ~ . Fix a € Q If a ifl an idempotent, the result 
follows as above. Otherwise, Galois' Theorem shows that 
MltQ contains a cycle ~ of l ength p • 
Without loss of generality, (a.a)b =a, 
for if not, 'c may be replaced by an appropriate power. 
Define ( Q' 0) by xoy = (x.y)-c 
Then ( Q' 0) has the idempotent a 
llow 'c € Mlt(Q,.) , and so Mlt(Q,o) ~ Mlt(Q,.) 
Thus Mlt( Q, o) is soluble, and from the above ( Q' ·~) € 
Let A = B(Q,o) A~ C and p ' i b € A LA(b) 
' -1 
= D . 
z . 
Then if + is the addition in A -c-• b+(xoy) 
' 
x.y = (xoy) = 
( Q' • ) is thus a stable isotope of ( Q, 0) . By the Structure 
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